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Platforms 'superficial' as primary looms
by Jennie Carroll
staff writer
Presidential candidates have a mere
24 campaigning hours left before the
New Hampshire primary — and JMU
professors say candidates are still
haggling over the superficialities of
high-profile issues like health care and
the economy.
"1 don't feel the candidates are
handling their issues successfully at
all," said assistant political science
professor Dr. Scott Hammond. "They

are all talking about some innovative
new programs, but their ideas don't
have much depth."
"People have been miking health
care since the Carter administration,"
Hammond said. "It's going to have to
happen because it is out of control, but
I don't see any president being able to
pass these measures alone. It is really
up to Congress to deliver a good
package."
The Democrats have been pushing
for a national health care policy, while
the Republicans want to upgrade the
current system without national
funding.
But candidates on both sides have
been vague about how they will fund
these programs.
"The candidates are not looking at
the underlying dynamics," said Dr.
Robert Maranto, assistant professor of
political science.
"The problems in health care are
rooted in the fact that health care
spending has doubled in the past few
years due to things such as medical
technology and medical malpractice,"
Maranto said.
"Doctors
can
charge per
procedure. They have been taking
advantage of this, which has put a
financial burden on Americans
seeking health care."

Education not important
in this year's campaign
by Donna Ragsdale
staffwriter
Education may take a backseat
to economic issues in the 1992
presidential elections, according
to JMU faculty.
"There's a lot of general talk
about education, but I don't see
any substantive proposals," said
Charles Blair, head of the
department of early and middle
education.
"Because
of
funding
limitations, it is difficult for
candidates to put forward
specific proposals."
But political science
professor Devin Bent said all
of the candidates favor
expanded financial aid to
students in higher education.
"What might differentiate
them is that Clinton has tied
aid to service,"
Bent
said.
Clinton suggests
students should

have to spend a certain amount of
time serving the community in
exchange for education funds.
For instance, a doctor may have
to work in a rural area for several
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Fighting the 'Bush sellout'
'Dukes for Buchanan' backs conservative columnist
by Ian Record

\

asst. news editor
In an attempt to address the "Bush sellout," a
number of conservative JMU students formed a
student group last week in support of Pat
Buchanan's bid for the Republican
presidential nomination.
"The fact is as conservatives we've
been faced with the Bush sellout," the
idea that Bush has not followed through
on his 1988 campaign promises, said
group chairman Mike Gekas.
This is "especially true as far as taxes and
quotas go," he said.
The group, JMU Dukes for Buchanan, has
planned campaign activities including participating
in the upcoming Virginia Republican caucuses and a
trip this past weekend to New Hampshire where they

attended a rally and met Buchanan.
"We need to make the campus aware of
Buchanan's run and where he stands on the issues,"
Gekas said.
"This is mainly a message to [President] Bush mat
it is the time for him to stand for what he said he
would stand for in 1988."
Buchanan, S3, a near-reactionary
conservative and commentator on the
television program "Crossfire," is expected
to make a strong showing in challenging
President Bush in Tuesday's primary in
New Hampshire.
Some polls have projected he might take as
much as 35 percent of the Republican vote.
Buchanan's platform focuses on cutting taxes,
freezing federal spending and eliminating
BUCHANAN page 2
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Only 30% of college students registered to vote
by Matt Warner
staff writer
Only 30 percent of the nation's
college students are registered to vote,
according to a survey by Americans
for a Democratic Action.
Ron Zucker, program director of
ADA, said, "People fail to see the
connection between themselves and
government. Students don't see the
effects of government, so why vote?
"Voter registration of normal fouryear students is going down. What I
call the 'alternative track' students,
those who go to school for a year and
then work, are voting less."
John Pagels, SGA legislative vice
president, said, "A lot of students feel
they can't make a difference. Students
are too separated from society. If more
of us voted, then politicians would
listen to us more and education as a

whole would be affected."
Saga Neuland, second vice
chairman of the College Republicans,
said students would be more likely to
vote if they kept up with the issues.
"The College Republicans
have speakers come in, and
sometimes we just sit
around at meetings and
talk about issues," she
said.
Dr. Anthony Esterowicz
of the Political Science
Department said, "Students
would be more likely to vote if it was
easier for them to vote, like if there
was more time to get in absentee
ballots."
Esterowicz said the political
leanings of JMU students are "just to
the right of center, particularly on
economic issues, but students
generally vote the same way as their

parents do."
Zucker said, "It's difficult to
convey that because they don't vote,
the drinking age goes up. Because
they don't vote, there's not as much
government help with tuition.
"If more students voted, there
would be more tuition
assistance, they'd have more
control over abortion and the
environment. And the
balance of power would go
more towards younger
politicians they can identify with."
Zucker said ivy league students are
voting more. "The more money you
make, the more likely you are to
vote," he said.
David Glasow, a senior political
science major, said that if more
college students voted, "You'd
probably see a lot more younger
candidates get in, and you'd see a
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Economic policies of the candidates are running
along party lines. Democrats against Republicans,
said Dr. Robert Roberts, associate professor of
political science. The basic tax policies of the
Democrats remain middle class tax relief, taxes on
the very wealthy, and cutting the defense budget
The Republicans seem more focused on boosting
the economy through the "trickle down theory" —
stimulating the economy through economic
incentives for big business.
Maranto said, "I'm not sure Bush really has an
economic policy besides the old Reagan 'trickle
down' philosophy.
"He has never focused much on domestic policy.
Bush's strong suit is foreign policy."
Aside from Bush's concentration in these affairs,
none of the professors saw a strong platform from
any of the candidates in foreign affairs. That's
probably because other candidates tend to avoid
Bush's strong suit.
Bent said, "Buchanan tended to be a little into
American first and Japanese bashing at the
beginning, but now it seems most of the candidates
are focusing on domestic affairs.
"What is interesting about this election is that
there is the large undecided vote. Whoever is most
effective in the last three or four days could do
surprisingly well," he said.

years to "pay back" the government for school
expenses.
Bush has also set himself apart by
showing more enthusiasm for high tech
programs which may benefit higher
education.
"There are some big science projects
like the space station, and I believe Bush
has been more supportive than the
Democratic candidates who would rather see
money spent over a greater area than on one showy
project," Bent said.
Blair said, "Regardless of who is elected, they're
going to be really strapped to come up with funds for
education."
Anyway, education campaign promises may not
have an overwhelming effect on education — though
Bush once called himself the "education president,"
the responsibility of education is usually left to the
states.
Alvin Pettus, head of the department of secondary
education and library science, said, "Education is a
state function, but clearly on the national level,
education can be improved by policies and funding
in various areas."
According to Fred Hilton, JMU's director of
communications for the president's office, most of
the money 'JMU receives from the federal

more conservative trend. But it also
depends on the regional characteristics
of the area, too.
"You should have an automatic
registration when you get your
driver's license," Glasow said. "They
should do away with normal
registration, and when you go in to
vote, you show them your driver's
license and then go vote."
Jameson Hamilton, a senior public
administration major, said, "I'm not
really sure the system could be
clianged to make people want to vote;
it's just the way our age group is, but
they could do greater voter
registration drives on campus.
"If Wilder had to contend with
college voters, things might be
different," Hamilton said.
ADA's survey was done in
cooperation with the political science
departments of 131 universities.

government is in the form of research grants and
student financial aid.
And JMU Director of Financial Aid John
Sellers said that a large percentage of
financial aid funds come from the federal
government.
JMU receives about $5375,000 in
Financial aid funds, including money for
work study, grants and loans.
But, even if a new president created
substantial changes in these figures, Sellers said
"down the road you may see some difference, but it
would take years for that to filter down."

Buchanan
COHWHMUi from page 1

government quotas. His campaign also seems to
target conservative voters who are disappointed by
Bush — including many like the JMU group who
feel that Bush hasn't lived up to campaign promises
on taxes and economic policy.
Dukes for Buchanan filed last week to be
officially recognized by the JMU administration,
Gekas said.
The "Dukes for Buchanan" first organizational
meeting will be held Thursday, Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. in
the Piedmont room of the Warren Campus Center.

Correction
Parents are eligible to claim
their children as dependents on
their taxes if the child is age
23 or younger. The Feb. 13
issue of The Breeze said the
eligibility age is 24.

CORRACTION?
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Va. Assembly
gives back 2%
salary increase
The Virginia General Assembly announced plans
for a 2 percent salary increase for state workers
Sunday, giving back money JMU faculty and staff lost
last year due to state budget cuts.
Both the House and Senate included the increase in
their proposed budgets, and Dr. Linwood Rose, JMU
senior vice president, said that meant the increase had
a "good chance" of getting into the finalized budget
Rose also said the Senate had prepared a version of
the general obligation bond issue that includes $21
million for JMU building projects and an additional
$13 million for the new College of Integrated Science
and Technology. But the House passed another
version of the bond issue that does not include funds
for the new college.
Rose said both bond issues might come out of the
General Assembly and go before voters in November.

Baker tours Soviet nuclear site
by the associated press
RUSSIA (AP) — Secretary of State James A.
Baker III is promising to help nuclear scientists in
the former Soviet Union find ways to stay
employed and convert their skills to peaceful uses.
Baker met Friday with the very scientists who
designed the weapons of the Cold War as he toured
the secret core of the Soviet nuclear arms program
in this fortified military city.
Chelyabinsk-70 — named for its postal code in
western Siberia — is one of 10 top-secret cities
hidden by Josef Stalin behind the Ural Mountains
to design and build the Soviet Union's mighty
military power. Until recently it did not appear on
any maps.
The 6,700 scientists at the institute Baker visited
make no more than 1,500 rubles a month, the
equivalent of $15 at the official exchange rate, said
the institute's deputy director Vladislav Nikitin in a
briefing to American reporters.

Baker told 30 senior scientists at the Institute of
Technical Physics that he had been discussing with
Germany and with Russian President Boris Yeltsin
the establishment of a clearinghouse in Russia to
find money for peaceful projects.
Baker aides have been fleshing out the proposal
in Washington and will bring their final plan to
Moscow on Monday so that he can present it to
Yeltsin, said an official traveling with Baker.
The West is concerned the scientists might be
lured away by hostile nations trying to develop
nuclear weapons programs.
Baker made clear to 30 senior scientists at the
Institute of Technical Physics that any U.S. help
was not a handout but rather in the best interest of
the West.
"The more democracy succeeds here, the less
Americans will have to spend to defend itself in the
decades ahead and the more resources we will have
to educate our children," Baker said.

What we love . . .

Students list the best JMU has to offer them

from staff reports
Editor's note: Overwhelmed by
rampant February blahs and sick of
life, the news section of The Breeze
could not face the idea of printing yet
another compendium of budget cuts,
faculty stress and the decline of
Western Civilization. (For gosh sakes,
that election coverage was bad
enough.) We thought about printing
blank, color-your-own news pages,
but then decided the good stuff around
us just doesn't get enough credit. So
we developed this highly unscientific,
tongue-and-cheek list to cheer us (and
you) up.
And don't worry, we're gonna

expose the worst of JMU next issue,
just for balance.

Ahhhh, the scenery
It's defined as a beautiful view or
landscape, according to Webster's
Dictionary. But students have a
different view of what the best part of
scenery is at JMU.
Senior Claire Barrett said the
sunsets are the best. She remembered
a scene from her freshman year at
band camp, when she and a few others
were walking back to campus from the
Convocation Center and the sun was
setting. "It was an Indian summer
sunset, all orange and pink," she said.
Maybe it's the dog food dust.
Barrett added that
they watched the sun set
over Wilson Hall for a few
minutes, and then continued
on their way to campus.
The Quad is junior
Tonia Morell's favorite part
of campus. "It's kind of like
an on-campus park, in the
sense that people use it to
play Frisbee," she said.
Senior
Kathy
Fletcher likes "the daffodils
between the campus center
and Godwin." And shock
and surprise, someone likes
the flowers — sophomore
AN>Y SAFFRON/THE BREEZE Jessica Adams said she

likes the "flowers that seem
to grow in such nice straight
rows."
Junior Brendan Garrett
also said he likes
"groundskeeping — how
they plant and replant on a
weekly basis." He likes the
mountain scenery, too.
Senior Cheryl Tobler
summed it all up with one
phrase: "It's clean."

Our Environmental
Consciousness
Our campus has been
overtaken by recycling
arrows — but that's OK.
"I can't throw a can in the trash
anymore," senior Rhonda Wilson said.
"I've carried cans from Miller to the
library, because that was the only
place I knew there was a recycling
trash can.
"It no longer takes time and effort,"
Wilson said. "It is a habit to recycle
now that the receptacles are readily
available."
That dee-Kcious food
Even though $3.25 never buys
enough to fill you up at Dukes and the
steakhouse requires reservations at
least a week in advance, it's an
absolutely documented fact that JMU

ANDY SAFFRON/THE BREEZE

has some of the best food of any
college on the East Coast.
With options galore for lunch and
dinner, students really don't have the
right to complain about the meal plan
here. Mrs. Green's provides a salad
bar, homemade breads and soups, and
those chocolate chip muffins are to die
for.
"There's a lot of variety," said
freshman Sandy Thompson. "You
won't get sick of the same thing every
night"
Pepe's is almost as good as a
Mexican restaurant, the atmosphere is
as far from cafeteria as you can get
BEST page 8
.....
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Spring is a Just
a Breeze Away...

Whofs Missing at Mr. J's?
o

Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,

Barr-EE Station Catalogue Outlet
has the great spring clothing
you've been seeing in the catalogues at
50% Off the Catalogue Price or
Better, Everyday!
Before you mail-order, check out Barr-EE's
selection "of clothing for men & women:
• the latest colors,
• the hottest looks,
• the lowest prices!

Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,
Blueberry Bagels,

Now We've Got Them!
i Blueberry Bagels
Buy 3
Get 1 Free
40c each
I with this coupon
I
EXP. 2/22/92

Visit Barr-EE Station Today!
Market
Square East
Op«n 7 Days
oWMk
544-04H

BARR-EE STATION
1790 E. Market • Harrisonburg • Next to Kroger • 432-0289

THE BUS STOPS HERE

**■
+■
*»■

Scholarship Program
Sand Volleyball Court
OnSite Management & Maintenance
Furnished and Unfurnished Units A$$& R/*
Walking Distance to Campus sjfij^

715 Pott Republic Road 434-5150
10-5 Mon.-FrL Now Leasing Fast'

^—«
$!$$$&
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Physics majors
take a challenge

PoliceIo£
bathroom stall in Burruss Hall between 11 p.m.
Feb. 11 and 2 am. Feb. 12.

byMikeKeatts
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:
Grand Larceny

Destruction of Public Property

• A wallet lost somewhere on campus between
1 p.m. and 6 p.m. Feb. 9 was found by a staff
member of McGraw-Long Hall who contacted
the owner early in the evening of Feb. 10. But a
JAC card, a VISA card, and other assorted cards
reportedly were missing from the wallet.

• The door to a custodial closet was removed in
Spots wood Hall at 12:48 p.m. Feb. 11.

Petty Larceny
• An unknown person reportedly stole a total of
$100 from two Kappa Kappa Psi fraternity cash
boxes between 5 p.m. Feb. 6 and 5 p.m. Feb. 7.
The two cash boxes, one for Duke Hall and
the other for the Music Building, are used to
keep the funds made from selling coffee and
doughnuts.
• An unknown person reportedly removed $8
worth of quarters from an unlocked desk drawer
in Harrison Hall between 5 p.m. Feb. 4 and 8
am. Feb. 6.
• A bookbag reportedly was stolen from outside
the Wellness Center in Godwin Hall between
5:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Feb. 11.

The student was charged after an officer in the
building heard the sound of breaking glass and
upon investigation found the student and another
male standing near a fire extinguisher box with
pieces of broken glass on the floor.

• A student was charged judicially for destruction
of public property in Godwin Hall at 8 p.m. Feb. 12
after reportedly admitting to breaking the glass on a
fire extinguisher box.

Destruction of Personal Property
• The driver's side window of the extended cab of
a pickup truck was broken in Z-lot between 9:45
am. and 2 p.m. Feb. 12. The damage is estimated
at $50.
• An unknown person reportedly scratched the
finish of a vehicle parked in Z-lot with a sharp object
between 10:45 am. and 2:15 p.m. Feb. 12.

Destruction off Public Property/
Reckless Endangerment
• An unknown person set fire to a tissue in a

Number of drunk in public charges since Dec. 4:
42

by Leona Baker
staffv/riter
Courses like Quantum Mechanics can be so hard
that about SO percent of JMU's physics students
change majors before they graduate.
But the ones that stay say one of JMU's smallest
programs can be one of its most satisfying.
"It's a discipline. We always make jokes about
how little sleep we get," junior Tim Persons said.
Senior Matt Willis said, "I usually spend at least
a working day here.*'
"If you're going to do well," said sophomore
Elizabeth Crisfield, "you have to understand
everything, not just memorize."
JMU physics majors spend much of their time
fulfilling required hours in math, chemistry and
computer science. And this part of the program is
the most frustrating and tedious for some students.
"The biggest hang-ups are probably the math and
the chemistry," Crisfield said.
Maybe that explains the drop-out rate. But fewer
students are OK with the remaining majors. "You
get to know all of the professors so well," Persons
said. "It's more of a one-on-one relationship."
Crisfield said, "The really important thing is that
they'll help you with any special interests."
When they reach their junior years, most majors
will submit a proposal in conjunction with a
professor in order to participate in JMU's
faculty/student research program.
PHYSICS page 8

SPRING BREAK!!
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Chance
Offer!

CANCUN
Raleigh-Durham
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WE ACCEPT
CREDIT CARDS!
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The ultimate 5* Cancun Oasis
with dairy poof side parties.
4 person rate

Yams from
Outer Space

Peak week surcharge may apply

AIR ONLY $360
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ITS NOT TOO LATE... CALL NOW FOR BEST PRICES!

New Age Acoustic

ROCk & Weird
7PZ£i9~*s> Fall Stop

"Dead and more
TrHE DREyER BROTHERS

\ RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL:
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0 on Wide Screen TV
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"
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'FiddI'm' with Rock'
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•Frosted Flakes
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Rape Defense Classes offered:
A Rape Aggression Defense System is being
offered to teach physical defense tactics that will
enable people to survive the violent encounter that
awaits one in three women.
Two classes are being offered, one on Tuesdays
March 10-31 and one on Wednesdays March 11April 1, from 6-9 p.m. in Godwin 353.
A $12 pre-registration fee includes a student
manual. The sign up deadline is Feb. 21, and preregistration is at Public Safety in Shenandoah Hall or
the Health Center.

Mogul Facts

Freestyle Mogul Skiing, the newest Winter
Olympic sport, was granted its first gold medal
last Thursday. Donna Weinbrecht, 26, of Milford
N.J., won the womens gold. Nelson Carmichael,
26, of Steamboat Springs Colo., picked up a
bronze in the merVs event.

The sport involves
participants skiing over and
around moguls (large snow
bumps) on a 820 ft. course
while being judged for speed,
grace through turns, and aerial
performance.
Their acrobatics include flying
a dozen or more feet in the air
and performing 360degree
turns, twists, and splits.
Faculty Women's Caucus honors two
The JMU Faculty Women's Caucus has chosen
Peggy J. Baggett of Richmond and Hazel Lee
Bernard of Lexington to receive its 1992
Outstanding Women awards.
Baggett will receive the Outstanding Woman of
Virginia award and Bernard will receive the
Outstanding Woman of the Valley award.
As executive director of the Virginia Commission
for the Arts, Baggett has been selected to be honored
for her leadership in enriching culture and the arts in
the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Bernard has earned her citation through her
volunteer work, which provides aid and support to
victims of abusive relationships.
Meeting to discuss Borderless Europe
course:
Plans concerning Management 490, a course that
will be taught in Europe as part of the "Borderless
Europe 1992" travel study program, will be
discussed Feb. 18 at 5 p.m.
The meeting will be held in Showker Hall, Room
108, for those who are either planning to enroll or
are interested in hearing the details of the program.
For more information, contact Frank Waples,
Showker Hall room 409, 568-3025 or 568-3232.
Bill Demby to lecture on the abilities of
the disabled:
The Global Awareness and Contemporary Issues
Committee of the UPB will present "Bill Demby: A
Profile in Courage" Thursday Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. in the
P.C. Ballroom.
Demby lost his legs below the knee when a Viet
Cong rocket hit the truck he was driving in 1971.
The speech focuses on how Demby overcame his
disabilities to rehabilitate himself and how he
became an advocate for the rights of the disabled.
This event is free, but the UPB encourages a $2
donations which will benefit the JMU Office of
Disability Services.

Source: USA TODAY

DEREK CARBONNEAU/THE BREEZE

contribute a 900-member battalion, diplomats said
Hearing for Libyans wanted for plane
Friday, speaking on condition of anonymity.
bombing to be held Tuesday:
ROME (AP) — A court hearing for the two
The Security Council is expected to authorize the
Libyans wanted by U.S. and British authorities for
peacekeeping force early next week. The first
the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am jetliner will be
peacekeepers could begin arriving within two
held Tuesday in Tripoli, a Libya official said
weeks of the vote, U.N. officials said Friday.
The mission to Yugoslavia is expected to have
today.
Saleh Bashir of the Libyan ABfYrnrn THP rictRF b> 1300° troops and would *•the
Information Ministry said the AROUND THE GLUUti^ largest U.N. peacekeeping
session would be presided over by §
^y/l'V^v
m °Pcration since tnc 2°.°00member force sent to the Congo
the supreme court judge who is
the 1960s.
investigating Western accusations
In Yugoslavia, more than 8,000
that the two men, as Libyan
people have been killed in clashes
intelligence agents, planned and
between Croatian troops and
helped carrying out the terrorist
Serb-led forces since Croatia
strike against Flight 103 over
declared independence June 25. A
Lockerbie, Scotland.
U.N.-brokered truce took effect
The bombing killed 270 people.
Bashir, speaking by telephone 9 MOID 3HL QNOOW last month and has reduced
fighting.
from Tripoli, said he did not
know any other details about the hearing.
Libya's official news agency JANA said Friday
OPEC attempts to drive up prices:
that the session would be an "open investigation''
GENEVA (AP) — OPEC nations late Saturday
hearing but didn't cite time nor place.
agreed to lower the carters production ceiling in
The announcement of the hearing date appeared
an attempt to drive prices higher, but Saudi Arabia
to be a bid by Libya to stall for time as momentum
immediately said it would not observe the limit.
grows for a U.N.-led embargo on air travel and
The new ceiling for the 13-nation cartel is 22.98
military equipment and weapon sales to Libya.
million barrels a day, down from 23.65 million
barrels. But recent estimates have shown the
U.N. requests troops for Yugoslavia:
countries producing a total of about 24.2 million
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Russia and 30
barrels, so the new ceiling would mean a cut of
other nations have been asked to contribute
about 1.2 million barrels.
soldiers to proposed peacekeeping operations in
Saudi Arabia agreed to drop its production by
Yugoslavia, U.N. diplomats say.
500,000 barrels but refused to drop another
It would be the first time Moscow would send
100,000 barrels also called for in the new
soldiers to a U.N. peacekeeping mission. During
agreement
the Cold War, the former Soviet Union was never
Iran also criticized the new agreement, but for
asked to participate in peacekeeping forces.
the opposite reason — saying the ceiling was too
Russia is among 12 nations each asked to
high.
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Best
CONTINUED from page 3

and the take-out is one of the best
deals on campus.
Of course for lunch, there's always
D-Hall, Dukes and O'Deli's, where
you can build a sandwich with any
kind of meat, cheese and bread your

heart desires.
Freshman Corey Herd said, "I like
to eat here because it gives me the
chance to take a break from my
studies, socialize with my friends and
eat good food."
For dinner, American Pie, Bytes,
Pasta Uno and Lifeline add variety to
the regular D-Hall menu,
and the steakhouse, when
you can get reservations,
serves a fine meal you
won't find on most college
campuses — especially not
10 times a semester.
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d that awesome
party scene

JMU's party scene
rocks, and, according to
many, it is because of the
students here.
"The people here
are so awesome," said
sophomore political science

major Demetrius Claus.
Most students agreed the
reason the weekends (and
who are we kidding — the
week nights too) are great is
because their classmates
are, in general, not out to
make a buck and usually
provide beer (albeit cheap
and warm) to anyone who
shows up.
Most parties don't have
an entrance fee and
welcome anyone who
wanders by.
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Phone Registration
If you can't get the
classes you want, don't yell
at the little computer man inside the
phone. He wants to give classes away.
"I hate waiting in line," senior
Stephanie Elliott said. "I'd rather
aggravate myself punching all those
little buttons than waiting in that long

ANDY SAFFHON/THE BREEZE

damn line or hiking up that hill to
Wine-Price."
We are lucky — at other schools
like that one in Blacksburg, students
still have to wait in line like our
parents did.

ANDY SAFFRON/THE BREEZE

Physics
COHTIHUED from page 5
"Although research is not required, about 90
percent will do an independent study before they
graduate," said Dr. H. Kent Moore, physics
department head.
After graduation most physics majors pursue at
least a master's degree in physics or a related field.
Willis hopes to get a Ph.D., most likely in physics.
"Eventually I'd like to come back to JMU and
teach," he said.

Sophomore David Bailey said he is interested in a
career in the engineering field, but is still unsure.
JMU does not offer an engineering degree, but an
undergraduate degree in physics is accepted for a
master's in that field.
But post-graduate work does mean years of
classes like Quantum Mechanics and a lot of time,
effort and left-brained thirst for knowledge.
"It just kind of works for some people," said
sophomore major Donald Puglisi.
As Crisfield puts it, "I just love physics. I can't
really imagine myself doing anything else.

Photos by Craig Newman
(Above) Senior Matthew Wills works in a
physics lab.
(Left) Junior Tim Persons risks it all for
science when working with radioactive
isotopes in a physics lab.
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Advertising positions
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See page 24.
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Baha'i faith based on equality, unity
by Alane Tempchm
staffwriter
While many religions are steeped in
thousands of years of history and
tradition, members of the Baha'i
World Faith practice a religion that
has evolved in the past 200 years.
"The central belief is again the
oneness of mankind," said Dr. George
Johnson, a professor of mass
communication who is a member of
the faith and faculty advisor to the
Baha'is on campus.
The Baha'i faith also is based on
the beliefs that all religions are united
under similar philosophic doctrines,
that all races of men and women are
similar and equal, and that the world
is a community of peers. Baha'is
believe science and religion are tied
together and they do not drink alcohol.
There are no figureheads, and prayer
is silent and personal.
"The world is one county and
mankind its citizens," Johnson said.
"We try to get away from the biases of
racial prejudices. We believe that the
life you live is pretty much what you
make it."
In the United States, there are
110,000 members of the faith, and
there are 5 million throughout the

world, according to "The Vision of
Race Unity," a Baha'i publication.
"It's a very fast growing religion
world-wide," said David Draim, a
Baha'i and representative of the group
on the Interfaith Campus Ministries.
"In fact, it's the second most
widespread religion in the world after
Christianity. Numerically it's small,
but it is the most diverse across the

"We try to get away
from the biases of
racial prejudices.
We believe that the
life you live is
pretty much what
you make it."
Dr. George Johnson
Baha'i member
board representing every nation on
earth." The group holds weekly
firesides or meetings, where they
discuss issues, socialize and sing
music. Usually, between 10 and 20
people attend. And the Baha'is invite

the public to their meetings.
"I like the philosophy of the
religion," said sophomore Fran
Downey, who is not a Baha'i but
began attending meetings last year.
"It's a religion with spirituality versus
a religion with an empty shell."
Downey introduced the religion to
sophomore Keely Mackey. Mackey,
who was raised Catholic, found
herself questioning her own faith and
searching out different religions. "I
really like what it says," Mackey said.
"It's a very open-minded religion."
Eastern Mennonite College senior
Ron Scala, also a non-Baha'i, attends
the firesides. "It's a very energetic
group," he said. "I came to And out
more about a religion that I've never
heard about before."
The religion began in Persia, now
Iran, in 1844 when Siyyid Ali
Muhammad began to teach this new
faith when he assumed the title the
Bab, meaning "the Gate," according to
a book on the faith by William S.
Hatcher and J. Douglas Martin. The
Bab spoke of progressive revelation,
which states that all religions are part
of the same religion and all prophets
are the same god.
Johnson explained that he and other
Baha'is believe all the prophets of

God carry the same message.
"All the tenets are basically the
same," he said. "We believe we are an
extension of Christianity and
Mohammcdism."
One of the Bab's early followers
was a Persian nobleman, who became
know as the Baha'u'llah.
Because of the nature of his
writings, Baha'u'llah spent most of
his life in prison or in exile, where he
wrote the scriptures in which the ideas
of the religion are based, according to
Hatcher and Martin. The Baha'i's
"Most Holy Book" describes the laws
and institutions of the religion and the
"Book of Certitude" describes the
spiritual evolution of humankind and
the nature of God.
"Baha'u'llah is the central figure,
the prophet founder," Draim said.
"His name means the 'Glory of God.'"
Baha'u'llah's teachings have
attracted as many different kinds of
followers as there are different types
of people, Draim said.
"The thing that attracted me to the
religion was that it was very logical,"
Johnson said. "Because Baha'is
believe that science and religion must
agree, if they don't agree then it's
superstition. I don't know how much
more logical you can get than that."

Rabbi finds spirituality, new perspective in Harrisonburg
by Denyte Lozier
stqffwriter
Accustomed to the fast pace of Cincinnatti, Rabbi
Laura Rappaport was fearful of living in the
relatively small size of Harrisonburg.

"I lived in cities a lot and I really don't know
anything about Virginia. I asked my husband, 'show
me where it is on a map.' He showed me and I said,
'you've got to be kidding. There is no way I'm going
to live there. There's not anything there.'"
But when she and her husband were interviewed
by delegates from the synagogue in Harrisonburg,
Rabbi Rappaport's perspective changed.
"Two guys came to interview us from
Harrisonburg and they were wonderful," she says. "I
was so impressed with them."
And after living in Harrisonburg for a while,
Rappaport views cities much differently.
"I would not live in a city again," she says. "I've
been very spoiled by the pace of living here and the

SCAN SPRINGER/THE BREEZE

Rabbi Laura Rappaport
cost of living here and the quality of life.
"I really tike the people, and it was a good job for
the two of us. I think it was a good decision."
Rabbi Rappaport and her husband are the Rabbis
for Harrisonburg and Staunton. They trade off
between the two congregations.
One of the misconceptions people have about
rabbis is the notion that they are in some way
different from everyone else, Rappaport said.
A rabbi is "no more holy than anyone else," she
says. "It means you have mastered skills to help you
to carry out duties. And hopefully you will be a good

ethical role model for communication."
"Rabbi" means teacher in Hebrew. Rabbis spend a
lot of their time teaching, talking to church groups
and talking to non-Jews and exposing them to what
[Judaism] is, Rappaport said.
Working towards goals associated with her belief
and helping society is important to Rappaport
"There were a number of things [about being a
rabbi] that interested me," she said. "One was that
I've always been interested in social justice and a lot
of that came from my upbringing as a reform Jew."
Reform Judaism is just one of several movements.
"As a reform Jew there is a lot of emphasis on
social justice, on helping to heal the world," she said.
"And I wanted to learn more about that and focus on
social justice issues through my Judaism."
Other movements in Judaism include Orthodox,
Reconstruction and Conservative. Orthodox Jews are
the most conservative and traditional.
One difference between the movements is the
acceptance of female rabbis. Orthodox Jews don't
allow women rabbis, and Reform Jews have
ordained women since about 1973.
"Reform congregations are generally open to
women rabbis," Rappaport said.
Rappaport said she doesn't think being a woman
has hindered her at all as far as her job is concerned.
"Everyone has aggravations; my aggravations
don't tend to be because I'm a woman," she says.
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CHTP,A BIKE THIEF, BUMPS INTO A FRIEND...
SOMEONE STOLE YOUR
BIKE TODAY"? MAN,
THAT'S BEAN FARTS.'
WHAT KIND OF BIKE
WAS \T 1

MY BHCE VJAS A
SPEC JAM-ZEE*.. •
H6Y MAN, THAT'S
)AY BIKE / YoU
STOLE NAY B1K6J

am?- v*ftN.s TO THE groRV:
KXW1°W A WKE THIEF,
klLL ALL YOUR, FRIEMPS
So You WON'T HURT ANYONE
YOU LOVE BY STEALINGWS/HER BIKE.
B} IF You»KE A BICYCLE
O^NER.KlLL ALLNtoUR
FRIENDS TO LESSEN THE
CHANCE OF SETTING- YOUR
BICYCLE STOLEN.
9 1FYoU,RE A FRENt>,
WEAR A. BULLET-PROOF
Ve&T AND LEARN SELFWSFENSE.

Dart...
lb Dan Konnor for his article in Madison
Review condemning the JMU's antidiscrimination clause concerning "sexual
orientation." As a lesbian and particularly as a
Christian, I am appalled that he's overlooked
"Thou shalt not judge." My girlfriend and I will
see you in heaven Dan.
Signed happy, holy and homosexual.

Pat...
A sincere pat to the folks responsible for the
much improved cycle by-pass at the Newman
Avenue gate. This should encourage more
students to ride.
Sent in by James H. Saker, a close neighbor.

Dart...
To the cartoonist who draws "Donut-Head."
Who is he and does anyone besides you think he
is funny? I'd laugh more at the obituaries if The
Breeze had any.
Sent in by Philip Kim.

Pat...
Tb Swervyn Mervyn, the hippest DJ on
WXJM, whose show "The Reagan Years" (Wed.
nights 11-1 p.m.) lets us relive those fond
memories of junior high.
Sent in by an avid fan, obviously.

Dart...
A dart to whoever decided to keep residence
halls open until 3 p.m. on Saturday at the
beginning of spring break. Resident advisors
and hall directors want to get out of here just as
much (probably more!) as everyone else.
Sent in by an irritated RA.

Pat...
A safety-conscience pat to the increasing
number of professors who are allowing bad
weather policies for commuter students. Getting
to class is hardly worth risking your life — but
on second thought, death probably would
guarantee you an excused absence.

Jhe
w w-'A
editor WENDY WARREN
managing editorDAVE SCHLECK
opinion editor JOELLANGIEY

am. opinion afltor HEATHER E. QTHBL

MPRAL.TO THE STORY:
EVEN TEo^Ma NW1TH
ALL- AKACWC^J NATAES
UKE Qfi? CAN BE BJW?

©zfxibt

A bad way to quit smoking
'Wow you can have the power."
So reads the motto of "Habitrol," the latest
program on how to give up smoking. Advertisements
for it have appeared in numerous magazines and
there's even a television commercial portraying one
corporate male recommending it to a colleague.
Unlike gum chewing, Habitrol therapy
acknowledges the scientific fact that nicotine is the
main cause of cigarette addiction. Rather than trying
to replace one habit with another, Habitrol therapy
utilizes a nicotine patch that smokers are to attach to
their skin, usually on the upper arm. The patch
releases nicotine into the bloodstream at about 21
milligrams per day. The assumption of therapy is
that if smokers can replace their nicotine intake from
cigarettes with that of the patch, then the act of
smoking will lose its importance.
Of course there is a catch. Habitrol therapy may

seem logical in eliminating the "act of smoking,*' but
it fails to solve the problem of nicotine addiction.
The fine print on the back of the magazine
advertisement is loaded with questionable lab results
such as "Nicotine was shown to be genotoxic in a
test system using Chinese hamster ovary cells."
Claims are even made that the therapy should be
discontinued after four to eight weeks of usage in
order to avoid the patient developing an addiction to
the Habitrol patch itself. How reassuring.
Expecting Habitrol patients to be able to rip off
their patches after eight weeks and think nothing of it
is like asking them to quit smoking cold turkey. If a
smoker is going to quit smoking, they have to want
to — alternative sources of nicotine ingestion will
not solve the problem in the long run. More than
anything, kicking the habit of smoking requires a
psychological shift in the mind of a smoker.

Welcome, alternative press
Here at The Breeze, we pride ourselves on
objectivity. But we recognize that objectivity may
not tell a full story.
That's why we really like The Madison Review
and The New Xaymaca. These two, relatively young
alternative newspapers try to round out the pure facts
of the news with commentary, analysis and a certain
amount of carefully-tuned outrage.
Now, that doesn't mean that we agree with all of
their assertions — or any of their politics. And
certainly we cringe when their ideology forces
journalistic responsibility off the page. A disturbing
example of this is that neither provides readers with
any outlet to express their views; neither publishes
letters to the editor. Their readers, stirred by either
paper's strong beliefs, write to The Breeze to have
their voices heard. We will continue to print their
letters, but these papers should devote space to

reader's views themselves. (Surely a column on cigar
smoking could be sacrificed in the name of balance.)
But balance and politics aside, these papers serve
a wonderful purpose. They provide choices for
readers, supplements to tile pure facts that help stir
debate and questioning about the ideas around us.
Neither paper allows students to accept the beliefs
put before them without scrutiny, and this process is
vital to any educated society. Our practice of selfgovernance relies upon educated voters who have
examined all sides of the issue.
Readers don't have to agree with the New
Xaymaca'% stand on the Gulf War or the Madison
Review's written harassment of homosexuals, but
they should allow these beliefs to exist alongside
their own. Readers should begin discussions on these
papers or write letters expressing views to them. And
they should let what they read begin campus debate.
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Letters to the Editor
Geology professor warns off
popular environmentalist!!
To the editor:

We've recently read very different opinions regarding
the ozone layer, first from Eric Johnson and then Professor
Rosier (Economics). I don't normally respond to
misinformation in The Breeze, but I feel I must when it
comes from a faculty member. Economists should really
not write about science just as geologists should not offer
opinions on brain surgery. If they do, their opinions should
not be afforded any particular respect. Professor Rosser
says ultraviolet radiation doesn't produce atmospheric
ozone. Here's a quote from a standard textbook: "Ozone is
produced by the action of ultraviolet rays upon ordinary
oxygen atoms." Professor Rosser did get one thing right —
there is a lot of propaganda concerning ozone. Generally
the story goes that we're destroying the ozone layer which
will let more ultraviolet radiation reach the earth's surface
causing increases in skin cancer. Consider just a couple of
items, none of which ever made the popular press.
1. Shortwave ultraviolet radiation (UV-B) can cause
skin cancer; however, since measurements of UV-B began
in 1974, levels have been declining in the United States.
2. The figure usually cited for decreases in ozone in
northern temperate regions is 3 percent since 1969.
Monitoring of stratospheric ozone began in the 1930s, so
why is 1969 taken as the base year? Because ozone
increased by 5 percent in this same region from 1954 to
1969 (all the while, more and more CFC's were being
spewed out with no controls in place at all). Atmospheric
scientists don't know what caused the increase. But as soon
as the trend reversed, environmentalists immediately knew
the cause — CFC's. And if that's the case you want to
make, you naturally start the trend at the high point, 1969.
These data are from refereed scientific journals not
pages of Time or the Washington Post. There is a lot more
to the ozone story man is reaching the public. But wouldn't
our political leaders have the best information? Do you
really think they are scientifically literate? If so, consider
that a recent survey of Congress showed that almost 25
percent think dial dinosaurs and humans lived at the same
time. Even if they were scientifically literate, do you think
their decisions are based on science or which way they
think the political winds are blowing? Environmentalists
have been masters at manipulating public opinion.
QmaD. Robinson
Associate Profaiaor
Geology

Independent thinking should
rule environmental decisions
To the
Three cheers for Eric M. Johnson and his editorial
concerning the environment that appeared in the Feb. 10
edition of The Breeze. Finally, someone had the guts to
speak up with the truth on what militant environmentalists
are trying to incite in this country today. Mr. Johnson made
two good points that I believe need to be stressed.
First, the "dooms-day" environmentalists that he speaks
of are not to be confused with those of us who are in favor
of having clean air, water and a clean living environment.
Secondly, they want us to believe that all of these
things that are "supposedly" happening are the direct result
of capitalist United States citizens and their greedy life
styles. If there are those that doubt the truth in that, I invite
them to listen very closely to the next piece of
unsubstantiated dog do-do that is emanated from the mouth
of one of these militants. One will notice that even the
deeds that are not perpetuated in this country are somehow
linked to having their root cause here. It is vanity of
vanities to think that mankind (and especially American
mankind who is less than 6 percent of the world's
population) can destroy in SO years or less, that which
nature has taken over five billion years to perfect. One
volcanic eruption of Mt. St Helens' proportions can put
over 300 times more pollutants into the atmosphere than all
of mankind produces in one year.
The crux of his point is this: we must not abandon
logic and good judgment to emotions when trying to look

objectively at anything. Exaggeration breeds
sensationalism, and sensationalism sells lies. Just because
Peter Jennings and ABC Nightly News gives a report on
something doesn't make it true. To accept one person's
interpretation of something as gospel shows that we have
given up all hope of independent thinking. Part of the
reason for our presence on this campus is to learn to
become independent, thinking, contributors to society. I
would also invite skeptics not to take my word about the
volcanic pollutants; the library awaits.
Roger Decker
sophomore
Cttology

'Erroneous, whitewashing'
conclusions need clarification
To the editor:

I was wholly shocked to read Eric Johnson's column in
the Feb. 10 Breeze. Although most of the statistics that
Johnson cites seem to be legitimate, his conclusions are so
erroneous that they must be given some attention, lest
anyone be influenced by his analytical whitewashing of the
evidence.
Johnson states, "There is no reason to think that it [the
ozone layer] will not rejuvenate as more sunspots appear
on the sun's surface." Sunspots?! Since when did freshman
English majors become authorities on atmospheric
chemistry? Hello, McFh/I Ever hear of chlorine? NASA
just reported that atmospheric chlorine radical
concentrations above much of North America are around
one part per billion. One chlorine radical can "break"
several billion ozone molecules before it eventually leaves
the Earth's atmosphere. You do the math.
Now, I'll address Johnson's inept analysis of
population growth. Johnson blatantly rejects the notion that
human population on Earth grows geometrically. The
Earth's population has doubled four times since 1 A.D.
From 1 A.D. to 1630 the population doubled to 300
million, then to one billion in 1850, to two billion in 1930,
and to four billion in 1973. This phenomenon of doubling
times indicates geometric (or exponential) growth Scarier
yet, these rapidly decreasing doubling times are the result
of a rapidly increasing population. In addition, Mr. Johnson
actually presented evidence to this effect in his article, but
his shallow analysis prevented him from seeing the real
underlying pattern.
To conclude, I ask that Mr. Johnson reconsider his
position that environmentalists follow their cause as if it
were some fanatical religion. For me. environmentalism is
a growing concern for the future of our biosphere, fueled
by the generation of large quantities of alarming scientific
data. In order to more clearly understand the wide range of
forces affecting the Earth and feeding the
environmentalists' cause, one must have a fundamental
understanding of several disciplines, including but certainly
not limited to mathematics, chemistry, geography, and
biology. Mr. Johnson, I suggest that you spend your next
three years at JMU reducing your ignorance instead of
exposing it.
Eric S. West
senior
geography

Religious groups also victims
off stereotypes in censorship
To the editor.

I would like to comment upon your articles by Joe
Komik and Diane Kemmer on censorship in your Feb. 10
issue.
They imply that "right-wing religious groups" are
trying to brainwash Americans into thinking like they do.
However, they did not mention anything about the
censorship exercised by liberals, mainly of anything that
conforms to Judeo-Christian ethics, and instead attributed
all censorship to "religious groups." Your articles also
failed to mention that Christian views are censored just as
often, if not more often, than "anti -Christian ideologies" —
in schools and otherwise. Our generation is ignorant
concerning even bask knowledge of the Bible; any English

professor can tell you that The Bible is an essential pan of
our culture and of literature. Knowledge of it is necessary
for a well-rounded education.
The articles in question were unbalanced in their
presentation of the facts. Of the nine sources cited, not one
of them presented a conservative viewpoint This in itself is
the ultimate censorship, as the press' stated purpose is to
give a balanced viewpoint of the subjects they cover. When
Christians WCTC mentioned, they were portrayed as fanatics
who want to censor everything under the sun.
Such stereotypes are uncalled for. This kind of
imbalance is just as dangerous, if not more so, than the type
of censorship discussed in your articles, because the
genera] public trusts the press to be fair and to tell the truth.
When the press fails to do so, they are able to subtly
influence public opinion, which is not the function of a
newspaper.
In the future, please try to be more balanced in your
ankles, especially with such sensitive issues.
Wade Kane
freshman
undeclared

Censorship Week failed to
explore importance of issue
To the editor:
We have read with disappointment of this week's
activities sponsored by the University Program Board
under the title "Censorship Week at JMU." We certainly
support the concept of clarifying and debating such an
important issue as censorship; that in one of the most
important functions of an academic institution. Our
criticism is directed at one specific item that was featured
in The Breeze story.
According to The Breeze, the week of activities
comprising Censorship Week includes an evening of exotic
dancing at Wilson Hall which we believe is totally
inappropriate method of exploring this issue. It strikes us as
being merely a weak and misguided effort to use shock
value as a means of attracting attention to the issue. Not
only do we find mis form of "entertainment" to be morally
offensive, but it is also humanly demeaning.
The leadership of the UPB apparently does not
understand the difference between censorship and
sponsorship. One does not need to sponsor something in
order to demonstrate tolerance. Bringing such activities on
our campus only cheapens all of us and insults the serious
work that is being done by the vast majority of our faculty,
staff and students.
Roger H. Ford
Ken Williamson
Associate Professor
AMOClate Professor
two other faculty signatures

Communication essential to
faculty-student relations
To the editor:

I am writing in response to the article in the Feb. 3
Breeze about student-faculty communication. I attended the
forum on student-faculty relations and I was very pleased
with the openness and understanding. Ranks were set aside,
and we were all able to communicate as equals with
common goals.
Unfortunately, no matter how much we talk about it,
there is nothing we can do at the present time to alleviate
the nation's budget problems. It is easy to understand why
faculty morale would be lowered due to budget cuts and,
similarly, I am not at all pleased with a possible increase in
my tuition. However, it is reassuring to know that faculty
and students are willing to come together to brainstorm
possible solutions to the problems that are reducing the
overall morale of the students and faculty. Solutions that do
not involve money — the source of many of our problems.
In the meantime, we, the students, need dedicated
professors who are willing to be flexible. On the other
hand, this goal cannot be achieved without an attentive and
interested audience.
Rhonda Kimberry Wilson
sophomore
human communication
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Letters to the Editor
New Women's Studies minor
offers awareness, sensitivity
TO«M
As a student of the first Women's Studies class (being
taught this semester), I applaud James Madison University
for officially offering a Women's Studies minor. I would
also like to commend the timing of the approval which
landed the week before Women's Week, Feb. 16-21. The
importance of providing the students access to an area of
study that has long been nationally and internationally
recognized as a vital link in the educational process of
undergraduates can not be stressed enough.
The Women's Studies program at JMU was developed
to provide an interdisciplinary, multicultural perspective
on women and on society's construction of gender and
gender roles, and to explore the extent to which gender
affects access to opportunity, power, and resources. The
program will provide a theoretical foundation in courses of
disciplines related to the study of women and gender. In
addition, courses offered in the program will address the
implications of investigating women and men in
contemporary societies. The purpose of the program is to
enhance the awareness and sensitivity of students to issues
that affect the lives of all individuals, specifically how
preconceived notions and inaccurate information about
gender can be a limiting force in one's life.
Women's Studies is a scholarly endeavor that has
enormous value for women and men on both intellectual
and personal levels. Intellectually, students will develop
the ability to think critically, analyze materials from
diverse perspectives, and make informed decisions about
the choices in their lives. On a personal level. Women's
Studies students will understand the historical,
sociological, and psychological forces that have shaped
them.
The Women's Studies program is not a traditional
academic department, but an academic program with a
strong emphasis on interdisciplinary teaching and research.
Courses offered through the minor, such as the courses that
will be available fully incorporate women, women's
history and experiences and will give the students an
opportunity to think through the personal and policy
questions that they confront daily.
The Woman's Studies minor is consistent with the
Liberal Studies mission of JMU, and I am proud to see it
become a part of the undergraduate scholarship. Note,
some of these ideas were taken directly from the goals and
purposes of JMU's Women's Studies minor as proposed by
the Women's Studies Advisory Committee.

peycJtotofy
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Propaganda not tactic of JMU
pro-life group, student writes
To the editor:
I am writing in response to the misinformed opinion
expressed by SGA senator Scon Surovell during the Feb.
11 meeting of the SO A.
During mis meeting the pro-life student organization.
First Right of JMU, requested (and eventually received)
funds for a "Respect for Life" week. Mr. Surovell was
quoted in the Feb. 13 issue of The Breeze as staring that the
allocation of such funds would be the equivalent of
"subsidizing propaganda." As it was used in this instance,
the word propaganda connotes "deception or distortion"
according to Webster's New World Dictionary. What basis
this statement was founded upon is a mystery.
Recently I attended an educational program in my
dorm that was sponsored by First Right At the beginning
of the program, the members of First Right made their prolife stances known to the audience. They then presented
facts to back up their viewpoints. These look the form of
the video "Silent Scream" and pro-life literature which was
made available to anyone who was interested. Everything
contained in these sources was factual Towards the end of
the progiaui a discussion period was held in which some
members of the audience expressed pro-choice views. No

attempt was made by anyone in First Right to muzzle these
opinions. More importantly, at no time did members of
First Right attempt to distort facts or deceive anybody.
These are the tactics used by skilled propagandists. They
were clearly absent in the presentation made by First
Right.
For Scott Surovell to make the aforementioned
statement without fully comprehending what tactics First
Right of JMU uses, is to distort the truth. In fact, his
ststement does not appear to be all that dissimilar to the
device of propaganda.
m-i
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occasionally drive through the parking lot, but they are
obviously not making this sweep very often. On several
occasions, I have driven into Z-lot only to find teenagers
congregating in he gravel pit If this is private parking,
why are non-students parking there?
I am not asking JMU to build a parking deck, nor am I
asking for a fortress to be built around the parking lot
What I am asking for is an upgrade in security in an area of
repeated vandalism. It's not a lot to ask.
junior
ctHtkibbimlcarJon/managwiieiit

Junior
history

'92 presidential elections
mean more than missing TV
To the editor:
Election year '92. Democratic and Republican
candidates. The campaign trail.
For some, words like these elicit positive response. But
for others, they either bring about no reaction at all, or
even cause s feeling akin to dread. I mean what goes on
during presidential elections anyway? A bunch of men in
business suits fight with words to be the king of Capitol
Hill. They kiss babies and at the same time they fling open
closet doors searching for skeletons. They tend to nuke s
bunch of promises that they usually don't keep; vaguely
alluding to the issues, but never giving strong solutions or
opinions. (They wouldn't want to offend any voters.) The
whole thing usually turns out very messy, too — what with
the vast amounts of mud being slung and all. Overall,
elections aren't very positive events.
Unfortunately, I used to feel this way about politics;
however, I realize now that my opinion was one of an
uniformed citizen.
When the last presidential election took place, I was
too young to vole and, in a way, too young to care. For me
the whole process was an inconvenience — it interrupted
my television shows. But now mat I am of legal age, I have
found that staying informed is wise.
For American citizens, voting is a privilege and power.
Not only is voting our privilege, but our responsibility.
(Yes, I just used the "r" word.) Not many people want to
take the blame for problems with the budget and education
and numerous other things that seem to be going wrong
with our country. We all want to excuse ourselves by
ssying mat our one vote, that a single individual cannot
make a difference. I disagree. We all need to stop making
excuses and fulfill our responsibility as American citizens.
You and I have the ability to control what goes on in
this country by deciding just who runs it So make your
opinion known. But in order to pick the right person for
job, we've got to have some inkling of who these people
are. Somehow, we must distinguish one suit from another,
clear the mud away, and look pest some of the skeletons in
order to get to the real issues. In no way am I implying that
this is an easy task — far from it Keeping up with all the
different candidates and the scandal of die week can be
very difficult. AU I ask is that we try. Because the wisest
choice we can make is an educated one.
Speak out.. .and speak out wisely. Vote.
iJ.
hum MI cofltuii unicsuofts

Vandalism and security in
Z-lot concerns resident parker
To the wBiun
I am tired of reading the police log every week only to
learn that yet another vehicle has been vandalized in Z-lot
During the week of Jan. 27-31 for example, over $1,700 of
damage was done to cars parked in Z-lot Unfortunately,
this kind of destruction to private property happens all the
time. The question is: why isn't anything being done to
stop this crime?
Being the largest resident parking lot on campus
should be enough reason to upgrade the desperately needed
security in Z-lot. Yes, I have noticed police cars

Editor's note: Alan MacNutt, the director of public safety,
said the regular police force has suffered a temporary
understaffing, but hopes to be "back to full strength' by
the end of the month. He also said that though the
university had considered hiring a watchman for Z-lot,
difficulties filling the position kept them from doing so. Mr.
MacNutt urges students to use the campus phone in the
parking lot to call the station when they find such groups
congregating.

Alumnus writes to sway the
'apathetic' masses at JMU
To the editor:
Through my travels since graduation, I have heard all
that I care to about how American college students are
apathetic. I have attended hundreds of political functions in
the last eight months and all I've heard from our politicians
is how unreliable the "youngsters" are. I don't believe it
I've heard students say mat that they don't really make
a difference. No one listens or cares what the "youngsters"
have to say, anyway. We don't want to rock the boat We
just want our degrees and then we'll worry about such
things as budget deficits, health care and unemployment
after graduation. But, ladies and gentlemen, that's what the
powers-that-be want you to think. They want you to
believe that you can't make a difference because they
know if the youth of this nation ever got its act together,
the "old guard" would be swept from the scene.
We are a country that is no longer controlled by "We
the People." Instead, it is the power elite and the one issue
lobby groups that hold the majority of political power. No
wonder small businesses and the middle class are being
crushed under the weight of governmental regulation and
taxes. Here in die United Stales of America, the majority
no longer rules. But, it doesn't have to be this way.
On Monday, Feb. 17 in the WCC Piedmont room,
there will be two candidates, one for a state-wide office
and the other for U.S. Congress who will be here at JMU
to hear your concerns and to tell you what they plan to do
to make your future brighter. But, will you show up? Will
JMU be there to send a message, to let these and other
future leaders know that we will no longer tolerate the
status quo? If past experience rings true, there will barely
be 20 people in that room. But, as I've said before, I refuse
to believe that college students don't care. Is your future
worth one hour on a Monday night? If I told you that your
ability to get a job once you leave JMU is dependent on if
you vote, will you be at die polls this November?
As I began with, there are wmds-of-change out there.
Our current ruling elite are working frantically to keep the
cork on the bottle and keep you in your place. It is your
choice what kind of future you'll have, not George Bush or
Doug Wilder. Each of you, just by making your presence
known and your voice heard, will decide what kind of
world you will step into on graduation day. We've seen in
Red Square what happens when "the people" take back
what is rightfully theirs. Isn't it ironic that the country mat
brought about the idea of "government of the People, by
the People and for die People" no longer practices it itself.
So, go ahead and sit in your room on Monday night.
It's always easier to "not" than to get involved. But, no
matter what decision you make about getting involved, you
have made a choice. And with that choice, you will
deserve what you get and get what you deserve.
i—. ^«
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Record owners become collectors as. ..

Vinyl albums become
by Kim Brothers
staffwriter
The end of an era always marks a
transition from the out-dated to the
advanced — and the album era is no
exception.
Since the introduction of the
cassette in the 1970s and the compact
disc in the '80s, the popularity of the
vinyl record has been declining.
The album's prominence has
slumped to the point where few
college students own anything on
vinyl, and the shelves of mainstream
record stores are cleared of the hissing
and crackling discs.
But LPs still have a viable market
— believe it or not Used record bins
usually are well-stocked with old
vinyl records.
Those college students who do own
albums either buy them as a cheap
source of music, collect them as a
hobby or keep them for the memories.
Senior Chris Callahan said the
minimum he spends on used records
at the Green Valley Record Fair is
$30. "I have some friends that have
spent over $100," he said.
The Green Valley Record Fair is
held twice a year in Mount Crawford
— with the next one being April 25
and 26. Each fair makes around
$10,000 to $15,000.
Jeff Evans, the fair's owner and
organizer, said he puts price tags of
$1 to $2.50 on most of the records he
sells.
"People are getting albums because
they're cheap,*' Evans said.
Jay Zehr, manager of Town &

always go back and listen to them."
Campus Records, agrees. "I've got
records in perfect shape for $.99," he
"A lot of the musk I grew up with
said. "If you've got a good stereo,
are on albums," he said.
that's a good buy."
Garretson said collecting is
"something I love doing because it
Sophomore Bobby Garretson, who
is known as Swervyn' Mervyn on
reminds me of
WXJM, said he has made a
my childhood."
hobby out of collecting early
Junior Eric
1980s music on vinyl.
Fleshood takes
He said his collection
special care of
grew after his radio show,
his 1500 45s.
"All of them are
"The Reagan Years,"
at home in a
aired on WXJM. "As a
result people started
special cabinet
asking for stuff and
and in special
I started looking
sleeves," he
said.
for it," he said.
"And as I
Like
Garretson,
started
Fleshood said
looking for
he
began
it, I started
collecting "every
buying it..
Top 40 hit between
. and it just
'86 and *90" on vinyl
became a
45s when he worked at a
hobby."
radio station.
Junio
"I don't listen to them
Amy Reid
much," he said, "but I like to
said she
has
a KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE know that I have them.
"In the very, very long run, a 45
collection of
will out-play a cassette single,"
about 100 oldies 45s.
Fleshood said.
She collects this particular genre
Zehr said he thinks the JMU
because "my mother always had the
oldies station on when I was
students who come to his store for
used records "are primarily looking
younger," she said.
for interesting things that they can get
Eventually Reid wants to put her
inexpensively, like the Saturday Night
collection in a jukebox, she said.
Fever soundtrack."
Evans said some of the people who
Evans also said he's noticed that
visit the record fair are completing
JMU students look for "obscure stuff"
their collections.
at his record fair.
Senior Mike Meacham, who owns
Collectors and dealers have mixed
a couple hundred albums, said, "I will

•

•

olete

feelings about watching vinyl records
become obsolete.
"I was kinda saddened by it,"
Fleshood said, "but it was inevitable."
He said it's nice to see vinyl "spin
under a needle."
Meacham said, "I don't really mind
because CDs are better, easier to carry
around and you don't have to clean
them as often."
Garretson said he finds the
disappearance of albums sad mainly
because the idea of the vinyl record
holds many memories.
"When I'm older I'm still going to
listen to them with a good record
player," he said.
But "you can't deny the sound of
CDs is so much better," Garretson
said.
Callahan, whose band "Sexual
Milkshake" is also releasing their
latest album on vinyl, said the
scarcity of albums "irritates" him
because the price of CDs is much
higher than the cost of making them.
"I consider myself lucky to have
been a part of the album era," he said.
"If people keep records in good
condition, they can last forever."
Facing the reality that people listen
to CDs for musical entertainment
now instead of playing LPs is a hard
step for the vinyl generation to take.
Zehr said, "Every once in a while I
sit down to listen to my old records
and I start to get nostalgic."
Evans, who sells about 5,000
albums at each record fair, said,
"Personally, I hate to see vinyl go out
because I saw vinyl come in."

Opera performance portrays profiles of romance, love
by Laura Jenkins
staffwriter
"The Many Faces Of Love: An Operatic
Tradition" depicted forbidden, doomed and
obsessive love, as well as love's humorous side.

R

E

V

I

The collection of scenes from various operas was
presented by the Department of Music Opera Theatre
this weekend in the Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.
After six operatic scenes, "Trial By Jury," a comic
operetta by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan was
presented. Directed and conducted by students, the
program was full of romance and comedy.
Gilbert and Sullivan's "Trial By Jury" was

presented in its forty minute entirety.
The broad comedy of this piece made it the high
point of the evening. The traditional Gilbert and
Sullivan elements of rollicking tunes, comic
choruses and absurdly clever lyrics were maximized.
The performers reveled in the madcap comedy,
showing JMU opera theater at its talented best.
Standout performances included Jane
Montgomery as the Plaintiff — a jilted bride suing
for breach of promise and Senior Joseph Yates as the
Defendant — a rogue who has no remorse about
throwing over his bride for another woman.
"Eugen Onegin" featured senior Laura Green and
junior Scott Williamson as reunited lovers, for whom
the past is brighter than the future. Green's superb
voice and acting combined with Williamson's talent
made the scene spellbinding. Senior Michael

Conley's conducting was sensitive to the yearning
and turbulent mood of the music.
Menotti's "The Old Maid and the Thief provided
a humorous look at love's darker side. Junior Jenn
Newman humorously portrayed an old maid who
will do anything, even rob a liquor store, to keep a
drifter from leaving her house.
Sophomore Jonathan Ross' short aria as the drifter
Bob was beautiful, his rich voice full of yearning to
get back on the road.
"The Old Maid and the Thief," the only scene
originally written in English, stood out because the
quality of the music was not diluted by the
awkwardness of translated lyrics.
The best of the short scenes was from "I
Pagliacci" by Ruggiero Leoncavallo.
OPERA page 15
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THIS WEEK AT CLAYBORNES
Shrimp
is on us
Monday
through
Wednesday

Trash Night!
FREE Jumbo
Hot Pretzels
everyday

What's Up
Doc?
Get Looney
with us
4-7pm.

Ladies!
Ladies!
Ladies!

DJ&
Dancing

f
J3

Guest DJ
Jonann
Skipjack

PreSpring Break
Beach Party
Doorprizcst
Cantata
/Tizes Prizes Awes
Relax with us at

Free Nachos and cheese

Monday

Tuesday

SKI

Intercollegiate Ski Weeks
Mt.
Sutton, Canada
{jut tcroM the Vanaont borxW)
ONLY $189

Wednesday

Thursday \

Friday

Saturday

LADYSMITH BLACK MAMBAZO

Party //» the Snow /

Includes:
5 Day Lift Ticket
5 Nights Lodging

(Mounuuniide Condo)
5 Days Intercollegiate Activities
Sfomtorul », Cshmtfi A ML Summ

Monday, February 17
8 p.m., Wilson Hall
$8/advance,$10/door

Group Leader Discounts
Springbreak, 1992
Celt Ski Tnv* Unlimited

1-800-999-SKI-9
mil ua^u<

Golden opportunities
are made of silver.
Golden nursing opportunities
come with the silver Air Force emblem.
Indeed, the Air Force shapes a sophisticated medical environment that helps you^
learn, advances your education and develops your professionalism to a higher
standard. Discover travel, excitement...
and the respect you'll know serving your
country as an Air Force
officer. See why so many
outstanding nursing professionals choose to wear
the silver emblem of the
Air Force nurse. Bachelor's degree required.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOU.FREK
804-27fcO459

■HI
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Feb

KiAisraMEVES
iy 18 & 19 - Movie!
'ebiiiryi

urage'

.nt Pi
ofies River's
Februa
Movie;: MyOvti iMtrldnlio
MidtlJ|^ laws
February 22 - Movie: My OwuPwvatelcUko
February 23 ~ Movie: Dirty Harry
All movies are shown in Grafton-Stovall at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. unless otherwise noted.
Tickets are $1.50 w/ID, $2 w/out.
Sunday movies are free and are shown at 7:30 p.m.
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Opera
CONTINUED from page 13

Sung in Italian and smoothly conducted by senior
Jane Montgomery, this scene highlights the struggle
of forbidden lovers Nedda and Silvio. As Silvio,
graduate student Pedro Rodelas, Jr. uses all his
considerable vocal powers to seduce Nedda into
running away with him.

Nedda, performed by Jennifer Callahan, goes
from refusal to acceptance with equal passion. The
role is perfect for CaUahan's lush yet clear voice.
Despite the language barrier, this scene was the
most passionate. More than any other scene, "I
Pagliacci" demonstrated the powerful way opera can
communicate emotion.
Although entertaining, the other scenes were not

on the same level as these three, with the possible
exception of fine comic acting in the scene from
Mozart's "Cosi Fan Tune."
"The Many Faces of Love: An Operatic
Tradition" fulfilled its promise, presenting love in
diverse situations. By keeping a sense of humor
about it all, the performers proved that opera can be
a lot more than a fat lady singing.

Upcoming... at JMU
misc
• "Concept Driven," Illustrations by James Yang, Sawhill Gallery, Feb.
3-20.
• "Bruce Kastiff: The Constructed Photograph," New Image Gallery,
Zirkle House.
• "Graphic Artwork by Carol Hendrick," ArtworksGallery, Zirkle
House.
• "Artwork by Maureen Magula and Datherine Knudsen," The Other
Gallery, Zirkle House.

music
Ladysmith Black Mambazo, Wilson Hall, 8 p.m. Feb. 17.
• Symphonic and Concert Bands, Wilson Hall, 8 p.m. Feb. 18.
• Wind Symphony, Wilson Hall 8p.m. Feb. 20.
• Piano recital, A/S, 1 pm Feb. 21.
• Clarinet recital, A/S, 3 p.m. Feb 21.
• Flute recital, A/S, 4:30 p.m. Feb 21.
• Percussion recitals, A/S, 6 and 8 p.m. Feb 21.

• Brown Bag Lecture, Hillcrest, 12-1 p.m. Feb.19.
• Women's Week Feb 16-21.
• "Women's roles inthe 21st century," Highlands Rm, 2 p.m. Feb.
17.
• "Power how to get it and how to use it," PC Ballroom, 7 p.m.
Feb.18.
• Speaker Kathleen Hirsch, Wilson Hall 730 p.m Feb. 19.
• "A Woman's Journey" followed by panel discussion, Wine-Price
basement, 730 p.m Feb. 20.
• Rollerskate Night, Skatetown USA, 730-10 p.m. Feb. 20.
• "A Profile in Courage/'Bill Demby, PC Ballroom, 8 p.m. Feb 20.

STUDmRENTALfM7X. 2 REMAINING UNITS!
CAMPUS CONDOS

4 & 5

BEDROOM UNITS

* 5 minute walk on S. Main St to JMU
* fully furnished 5 bedroom apartments

The only 5 BR furnished apis, on S. Main Si.
t'5 minute walk to campus)

* guaranteed same day service on all maintenance
* partially furnished 4 bedroom apartments

All units personally managed by Dr. Crate Smith. Fifteen years of experience servicing student
rental units. Forfurther information, call 434-3509. 8a.rn.-l0p.m.
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Cheerleaders

articles by Ylnce Rhode*
photos by Vasha Hunt
graphic by Ken Bnrakei

Lefts Junior Amy Elliott drum up spirit daring a J
pregaaMB show. Above: The varsity cheerleading sq
aaxlously awaits the results of a foal shot. Rlghtt Sc
Stephanie Bell tope the famous diamondhead stunt
"hangers" Junior Carallsa Thome (left) and Elliott

supported by senior Bruce Strickland.

Varsity squad emphasises safety, trin
Who practices 10 to 12 hours a week in addition to games,
risks a high chance of injury and has a season that stretches
two semesters?
a. the football team
b. the cheerleading squad
c. the basketball team
d. men's underwater basket weaving team
Although most people don't realize how much work and
commitment are involved in this sport, the correct answer is
"B"— the cheerleading squad.
JMU's squad of seven coed couples meets about every nongame day for two to three hours of practice, according to
cheering coach Dawn Kennedy. At these practices, they
rehearse stunts, run a mile and perform other conditioning
exercises. They get one day a week off.
The squad is also required to spend time outside of practice
weight lifting with the strength coach.
Senior Bruce Strickland explains the strength requirement for
the men. "I'm not the hugest guy in the world, but to try out I
had to be able to lift 1 1/4 times my body weight This year
they've talked about moving the requirement up to 1 1/2 times.
I weigh 16S which means I have to press about 215 pounds."
Junior Amy Elliot says it's important to practice gymnastics.
"Tumbling is a major part of cheering. You can take a gymnast
and make them a cheerleader, but it's hard to make a
cheerleader a gymnast.''
Practices don't stop when the second semester ends either.
Junior Shari Hulin explains,"We have a practice about once a
month during the summer because it's something you have to
do constantly or you'll lose the knack for it."
Practicing stunts lessens the chances for dangerous accidents.
Strickland is acutely aware of this. "When I was a sophomore,
we were doing basket tosses and we were trying some new

C hccrlVncliiiu Si mils
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•Cradle This is a dismount where a man catches a woman in his
arms at chest level.
•Cupie- A stunt in which a man supports a standing woman above his
head with only one hand.
•Full Down- In this dismount a woman is tossed into the air where she spins
360 degrees before being caught in a cradle.
•Liberty- A man uses both hands to hold a standing woman above his head. One
of the woman's legs is bent with her foot placed by the opposite knee.
•Stretch- A woman holds her leg up in the air and forms a V with her teg and body.
•Basket Toss- A stunt in which three guys support a girl on their arms and toss her
high into the air.
•Spotter- A person not involved in the stunt who is ready to assist the cheerleaders
if a problem arises.
Sources: JMU Cheerleading Squad & American Association of Cheerleading Coaches &
Advisors Safety Manual
twists," he recalls. "The girl came down a little bit funny. We
caught her, but it was awkward and she elbowed me in the
mouth and knocked out a tooth."
Junior Michelle Brisson is no stranger to injury either. "I
have a problem with my wrist," she says. "I went to see the
doctor and he told me I have a tendon out of place. It sits up on
top of the bone in my wrist
"It was caused by tumbling on hard floors. But, I can tape it
and keep going if I can stand a little pain."
Kennedy says the team has experienced an increase in
injuries this year. "A lot of that has to do with the inexperience
we've had on the squad. Especially for the guys, there are back
muscle injuries because they may use improper technique at
first.

\C

"When you're lifting someone and you're not d
you're more apt to pull a muscle. We've also had
get bumped on the head and have to take a few day
Injuries incurred in high school or other activitic
aggravate when cheering, Kennedy says. Spraine
also common ailments.
"Anything people are learning for the first ti
danger," Kennedy explains. "The first time p<
they're scared. Once they know how to do it, tl
much risk involved."
To offset this danger, various safety mc
restrictions are enforced. Coaches must follow ru
in the American Association of Cheerleading (
Advisors Safety Manual. Restrictions include al
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National competition
yields JMU 7th place
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pyramids under a specific height and mandatory spotters for
certain stunts.
Strickland says safety is important to the Madison team. "I
think we're one of the most safety conscious squads in the
nation,'' he explains.
"When we practice, we always have spotters regardless of
how easy the stunt is. Our rule is that a girl should never hit the
ground if the stunt comes down. I don't know of any injuries
that have occurred because of that."
Cheerleaders are also given explicit directions about what to
do if a stunt doesn't work. Kennedy says, "The girls are told to
come down with their arms straight up over their head and to
leave their legs in the final position.''
"They have to remain exactly like they were and trust
someone is going to catch them. Because if they were in a
stretch or an arabesque and they pull their leg down, they may
injure the spotters.
"I think when people fall and are caught the fust time they
realize they're going to be okay. It's learning by doing."
This learning involves building a bond between partners.
Hulin explains, "The most important things are confidence and
communication because if he's able to tell you what he wants
lo do and you understand, then you probably won't have any
problems.
"A lot of partners are really close. You have to be friends
because you need to be able to be honest and tell that person
'I'm scared to do it, so I want you to help me out' Or, even say
that you won't do iL"
Strickland says even the easiest stunts require confidence in
teammates. "I have a lot more respect for the girls because we
were messing around at practice and two of the guys put me up
Chcerleatding, page 19

Ranking seventh out of the 35 best teams in
the country doesn't sound bad for the JMU
cheerleading team, but only the top six squads
compete in the national tournament.
To be considered for the national
tournament airing on ESPN, teams are required
to submit performance tapes to the Universal
Cheerleader's Association. The tape must
include clips of the squad's crowd interaction,
pyramid building, sideline partner stunts and
fight song with a gymnastic routine.
Last year, the squad placed second in the
preliminaries and took fourth in the finals.
They won nationals in 1987 and have ranked in
the top ten since before 1986. Cheering coach
Dawn Kennedy said the squad usually places
in the top three at cheering camps.
"It was really tough this year," senior Bruce
Strickland said. "We looked really good at
camp this summer. We were voted 'Most
Collegiate' by our peers which is the first time
JMU has ever done that.
"We thought we we were going to the
tournament this year. We thought everything
was good and then we had some people quit
and some people get injured. There was a lot of
doubt both within and without the squad about
whether we were good enough.
"But, when we made the tape, we thought
we had it We knew we weren't going to be
number one or number two, but we thought we
were good enough to go."
Junior Shari Hulin went to the tournament
last year. "It's incredible," she said. "The
competition is hard. There's so much work to
do to prepare. It's a nice vacation during the
school year, but it's all masked by how much
competition there is and how nervous you are.
"You can't make any mistakes. It's two
months of work for two minutes of show time.
It can all be made in the first one or two stunts
you do.
ao. The
ine reason Ii like
ute the
me competition is

Kennedy thinks inexperience and injuries
contributed to keeping her squad from the
finals. "It was hard for people who had cheered
before because they weren't used to being on a
squad that's growing and learning. They're
used to being on a nationally competitive
squad.
'This year the experienced members have
had to give a lot back to the squad. They
carried on the tradition and taught the new
people how to be stronger cheerleaders so that
next year's squad will be better."
The squad will have to improve next year
under the direction of a new coach because
Kennedy will not be returning. Instead, she
plans to devote her time to her off-campus
teaching job.
Many stunts rely on the fact that specific
partners have practiced together extensively
beforehand so numerous injuries throughout
the season hurt timing and experience levels.
Lack of focus was also an obstacle. "We
have 14 individuals on the squad," Kennedy
said. "I think everybody has different goals and
I think that had something to do with us not
qualifying. In any sport, to be successful in
competition you have to be very focused, very
dedicated and very disciplined."
Now that the finals are out of the picture,
the focus has become games. When the
basketball season ends, so will cheering.
"I'm disappointed but relieved," Kennedy
explained. "Now they can relax and enjoy
themselves. There's not as much pressure to be
a team that competes on television. I think for
this year it might be a positive thing."
Hulin thinks the team gave its best effort. "I
guess it's disappointing, but we tried our best
so I'm not too let down.
"If I could go back and change anything,
there's nothing we could do. It was just suffer
competition,
trunk tor
competition. iI think
for tne
the most ]part.

"In any sport, .. . you have to be very focused,
very dedicated and very disciplined."
Dawn Kennedy
coach
_____
because that's the only time we're there to do
for ourselves."
Junior Caralisa Thome agrees. "It's scary
because it's the first time you're performing in
front of a bunch of other cheerleaders and not
just fans. You feel like everybody is watching
and scrutinizing you. They all know when
something goes wrong."
Though competition is fierce, there are no
enemies at the tournament. "Everyone is very
supportive," Thome said. "Even your biggest
rivals cheer you on. It's really neat"

everybody gave it their all."
The team isn't letting the situation affect
their cheering. Kennedy said, "It went from
being 'I'm disappointed' and 'I can't believe
this' to joking about iL They've laughed it off
and realized that for the seniors there are other
things like careers and the rest of their lives to
look forward to and that for the younger ones,
there's more time.
"They've learned what it takes to qualify
and maybe next year they can take that next
step."
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y graduates

ORIENTATION ASSISTANTS
Applications will be available Monday, February
17 for Orientation Assistants in the following
locations: Alumnae Hall 102 & Wine-Price G-3A
(Hillside Area Office).
Application Deadline: Friday, February 28,1992
All applications should be returned to the
Hillside Area Office in Wine-Price Rm G-3A

OVER

STUDENTS Will
SpENd SpRJNt
r

Payment required a
will be delivered Ma
Commencement
Coming next week February 24-28

Student Appreciation Week

DAYTONA

1.

February!,

is HisTORy!

Souih PACIRE, TEXAS, TRJECI ANC! DIECI!
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EST, lgfcf4l ^PVIQ

bREAk 19

5. 8DAys/7
liNqg
MO!

ESriNATiON

$115

P&NAMA

^tochjRto
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568-5651
2|| FOR T^E U INMATE SpRiNq BREAIC PARTY!
TNERE is NO OTIIER opiioN — This SDRINC, bREAk STAY AT TIIE MIRACIE MIIE RESORT
loCATEd NEXT doOR TO T^E TWO lARqEST SUpER dubs JN T^E WORW ' STMNNAICER'S AN(J
Club

LAVEIA.

CHA-CHING!

f/

live at a place where the management
throws the parties.
ti

flStlbT

CROSSING

Apartment Community
THERE'S ALWAYS MORE TO DO AT ASH BY CROSSING, WHEN IT COMES TO
ACTIVITIES AND FUN. OUR PROFESSIONAL ON-SITE MANAGEMENT IS GO INC
ALL-OUT TO THROW EVERYTHING FROM SUPER BOWL TO TAILGATE
PARTIES, AND MORE. ITS NO WONDER THE WORD IS OUT

The Best Living Is Here, At Ashby Crossing.
1235-F Devon Lane, Harrisonburg, Virginia • Telephone 432-1001
Mon.- Fri. 9 A.M. to 5P.M. • Sat. 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Professionally managed by Snyder Hunt

iSr
.... . .
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Cheerleaders
CONTINUED from page 16

in the air. You have to have enough trust that these
guys will bring you down safely if the stunt isn't
quite right It's pretty difficult"
Elliot agrees. "It's really hard to get used to
because it's natural to want to balance yourself when
you think you're going to fall. When anyone is about
to fall, they try to compensate for that. You learn that
if you move, you're more likely to fall than if you do
nothing at all.''
This trust combines with hard work to produce
cheers that appear almost impossible. The secret's in
the practice.
Ironically, some of the stunts that appear "easy"
are actually the hardest. The cupie, for example,
takes an incredible amount of strength and skill
according to the cheerleaders. But the cheerleaders
agree that most people like the diamondhead the
most because it looks the hardest They say that like
any other stunt, after it's learned, it's not that
difficult — only a little uncomfortable.
"Once you get the diamondhead, it's like riding a
bike," Strickland says. 'Tor the guy on the bottom,
it's a lot of weight If the person on top is positioned
correctly, it's not as hard as it looks. The top person
has to lean at the correct angle. If they do, it relieves
a lot of pressure. I don't want to say it's a breeze, but
it makes it a lot easier for the guy on the bottom."
Hulin, a self-described "hanger" in the formation
says the hardest thing about the diamondhead is
remembering to smile. "I tape my wrist because
sometimes the top guy has a hard time holding on to
me either because of the sweat or just the fact that
we turn around 10 times.

VASHA HUNT /THE BREEZE

Junior Jason Mitchell
"A lot of times it hurts because you have to
squeeze each other. But, you have to keep smiling."
That can be difficult in some situations. "My
biggest fear is going out there and having a crowd
that doesn't respond at all," says Brisson. "You're
out there and it's hard to smile all the time,
especially when you're losing. When the crowd is
just sitting there looking at you, it's hard to be
enthusiastic."
Cheerleaders are somewhat misinterpreted
according to Elliot "I think the crowd sees us as just
being there to entertain. But, when the team comes
off the court for a time out we try to get out there
and keep spirits up.

ENHANCE YOUR
CAREER OPTIONS
GAIN VALUABLE COMPUTER EXPERIENCE
OIT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
NOW HIRING FOR MAY, SUMMER,
AND FALL OF 1992
• Microcomputer Labs
• Vax Operations
• Media Technology Lab
• HelpDesk
BENEFITS
• Work with professionals
• Have access to the latest software and hardware
• Impress employers with job-related experience
• Earn competitive salary with room for advancement

"People think we want them to shut up so we can
entertain, but it's totally opposite. We want them to
stay as loud as possible so the team constantly hears
that people are there for them."
All this work must offer some reward. Strickland
enjoys the physical and mental benefits of the sport.
"I stay in pretty good shape because of cheerleading.
During the season, sometimes I wonder why I do it
because it get's really frustrating and it's such a long
season.
"When I look back, I've learned a lot about
myself. I've built a lot of character because
sometimes you have to suck it up and admit other
people are right or admit that you haven't been
pulling your weight. I've learned a lot about
leadership and I've made some really good friends."
Brisson says cheering has taught her discipline. "I
remember freshman year — I did nothing all day.
Now I have a structured plan. I practice at certain
times and study at certain times. Also if it weren't
required for cheering, I'd never run!"
Other cheerleaders agreed that the activity helps
keep them in shape and stay disciplined, but they all
say that there's much more to it — they enjoy
supporting their school.
"Cheering helps especially at away games when
there are no fans," junior .Caralisa Thome says. "It
helps the players to know that someone is yelling for
them when they feel like everyone else in the
stadium hates them."
Hulin agrees. "Most sports you're out there for
yourself and you're trying to win as a team. We're
out there to help the team win. We aren't winning
anything for ourselves. That makes this very
different from other sports."

College of Business
Copy Center
On-Campus convenience Reductions
Fast Service
Enlargements
Transparencies
Fliers
Resumes
Newsletters
Binding Capabilities
Posters
Fluorescent Paper Convenient Hours
Introducing...

We Accept Flex Accounts!

Applications available in any computer lab.
Miller G41. or the HelpDesk.
All applications must be turned in by 5 pm
Friday. February 28. 1992.

M-Th 730 a.m. • IO p.m.
Fri 730 a.m. - $ p.m.
Sat 12 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Sun is p.m. - io p.m.

Located in Room 243 in the
College of Business Building

X3285

D
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Official Supplier for
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BREAK

Save $20 to $30

HEAD QUARTERS

CANCUN

J-M
APARTTVErTTS
434-1847ar
4343682
1 Bedroom Apt $250.00 per ma
2 Bedroom Apt $35000 perma
or $175.00 perperson
3 Bedroom Apt $450.00 perma
or $150.00 perperson
4 Bedroom Apt $650.00 perma
Onrylleft.

All apartments near
the Cantrell Bridge

SELL OFF
DAYTONA
• BEACH

£%>

BEST HOTEL GUARANTEE
BEST PRICE GUARANTEE
BEST LOCATION
COMPLETE HOUDAY
PACKAGE
• 7 NIGHTS ACCOMODATION AT
CENTRALLY LOCATED HOTELS
• SERVICES OF REPRESENTATIVES
• EXCLUSIVE "POOL PARTIES*
• COMPLETE mNERARY OUTLINING
DAILY ACTIVITIES
• EXCLUSIVE 'NEON" WRISTBAND
AND DISCOUNT CARDS

Dates Feb 17-18
Time: 10am - 3pm
Place: WCC Tidewater Room

ORGANIZE A GROUP
AND TRAVEL FREE

1-800-724-1555

jy HERFF JONES

GO FOR THE PHONE

•••

DON'T MISS ANY OF THE OLYMPIC
ACTION OR
GOLD MEDAL
SAYINGS!
»

$25 &x
includes four
one item
large pizzas
Exp 2-29-92

At

433-3776
425 N. Main St.
T

"" $7&T
FOUR any large one
J™ item pizza and
tour 16oz drinks
Exp 2-29-92

FOUR

$9£«
any two big 12
inch subs and
two 16oz drinks
Exp 2-29-92

$12
8*
any two large

STAR one item pizzas
and tour 16oz
drinks
Exp 2-29-92

.
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U ends JMU's CAA run with 72-71 win
Mistakes costly as Dukes drop first in CAA
by Dan Goldstein
stqffwriter

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

With 17 seconds left, Cukiko was cafled for a charge on this shot.

NORFOLK — After soaring to the
top of the CAA on the wings of a
twelve game win streak, the JMU
men's basketball team has fallen back
to earth. Saturday night the Dukes lost
their second straight game, a 72-71
nail-biter to Old Dominion University
in Norfolk.
The loss, JMU's first in conference
play, drops the team's record to 16-7,
9-1 in the CAA ODU improved 9-12,
5-5.
Down by as many as 13 points in
the second half, the Dukes rallied with
a 22-4 run to build a 64-59 lead with
six minutes remaining. William Davis
contributed ten points during the
stretch, and his baseline jam with 6:56
to play gave JMU their first lead since
the first half.
With the Dukes leading 71-70 and
17 seconds remaining, guard Kent
Culuko opted to drive the lane instead
of attempting to run out the clock. The
freshman made good on his lay-up but
was called for a charge and the basket
was waived off.
ODU seized the opportunity and
got the ball inside to forward Ricardo
Leonard. Leonard nailed a turnaround jumper from eight feet to give
ODU the lead and win.
Coach Lefty Driesell did not agree
with the charging call on Culuko, but
he was more upset with the play of his
team.

"We made some absolutely
unbelievable foolish mistakes at the
end of the ball game," said Driesell.
"You don't shoot the ball with the
lead and 17 seconds left, but I thought
it was an awful call."
JMU had one more chance with six
seconds left, but were not able to get a
shot off as they were called for a
backcourt violation.
"Comebacks don't mean anything
if you don't win the ball game,"
Driesell said. "I would just as soon
lose by 20 than to come back and lose
like this."
ODU was able to dictate the pace
from the outset, and used full-court
pressure to control the Dukes'
backcourt of Culuko and point guard
Bryan Edwards. At the end of the first
half ODU's efforts seemed to pay off
as Edwards, averaging 15.9 points per
game, was held to three points and
JMU shot 40.7 percent overall. The
Monarchs' pesky defense caused 18
turnovers.
"We did a good job of pressuring
them without fouling them," said
ODU head coach Oliver Purnell. "We
wanted to take their guards out of the
game. We felt if we could contain
Edwards we could win the game."
Meanwhile, ODU's backcourt duo
of John Robinson and Donald
Anderson caused problems for the
Dukes at the other end of the court and
produced 15 and 19 points,
respectively. Their ability to convert
LOSS page 25

Pukes slip past ODU, 70-69
by Steve Miranda
stqffwriter
The JMU women's basketball team got a big
emotional lift Saturday night as they outlasted Old
Dominion 70-69 before a crowd of 1,800 at the
Convocation Center.
The win was the second victory in the last seven
games for the Dukes, who have been plagued by
critical mistakes in close games all year long.
"We've been down a hole bit, with our record and
struggling in close games, so it was a big win for
us," senior point guard Emily McCracken said.
JMU evened their CAA record at 5-5, and moved
their overall mark to 11-9. The Monarch's fell to 138,6-3 in the CAA.
There's no way to express what this [win] means
to us," coach Shelia Moorman said. "It was big. We
just could not afford to be in a position to win, and
lose."
Every game now is big for the Dukes as they try

to position themselves favorably for the CAA
tournament in March.
JMU entered last night's game in sixth place in
the CAA With the win, they are now just one and a
half games behind the third place Monarchs.
"We had to win here in order to keep ourselves up
in the standings," McCracken said. "We still have a
chance to finish fourth or fifth or even third. So it
was a big win for us, and it set [ODU] back a game."
When the two teams met earlier this season, the
Monarchs won a 64-62 thriller in overtime. This one
would go right to the wire as well.
With the score tied at 65 with 1:33 remaining,
senior Elnora Jones hit a lay up and an ensuing free
throw to give JMU a three-point lead.
After a defensive stand by the Dukes, ODU's Pam
Huntley stole the ball from McCracken. Her lengthof-the-court pass was stolen back by JMU freshman
Krissy Heinbaugh with 44 seconds left Heinbaugh
WOMEN page 22
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Emily McCracken led JMU with 4 assists.
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Women looking to peak come tourney time
Losing is not something JMU
women's basketball coach Shelia
Moorman is accustomed to.
Saturday night's win over Old
Dominion moved JMU's record to a
mediocre 11-9, and evened its
conference record at S-S.
The 1991-92 season has been one
of the toughest in Moorman's 10year tenure at JMU. The team has

SPORTS COMMENTARY
-Steve Miranda
lingered around the .500 mark for the
greater part of the season and will fall
short of the 20-win plateau for just the
second time in the last eight years.
The team suffered through a fourgame losing streak earlier this season,
the longest for the five-time CAA
Coach of the Year since the 1983-84
campaign.
This year's Dukes had the
misfortune of being forced to follow a
season that could not be followed.
Last year's Dukes finished with a 265 record, 21 straight wins, a trip to the
NCAA Sweet 16 and the incredible
upset of top-ranked Perm State — one
of the greatest upsets in the history of
Division I women's basketball.
While last year's team always
seemed to find a way to win, this
year's team seems to invent new ways
to lose each week. An overtime loss at
Old Dominion (Jan. 18) started a slide
of six losses in eight games that
effectively ended JMU's chance at a
regular season CAA title. During that

FILE PHOTO

Sophomore Gal Shely is one of many young faces on the Dukes.
stretch, the Dukes held an eight point
lead on the road in George Mason, but
were outscored 21-4 down the stretch
as the Patriots won going away.
Three days later against CAA

Women
CONTINUED from page 21

passed to sophomore Gail Shelly, who was quickly
fouled.
Shelly hit both ends of a one-and-one chance,
giving the Dukes a 70-65 lead with 37 seconds left
Huntlcy came right back«for ODU, hitting a wild,
long-range tfirce-pointer that banked off the glass,
bringing the Monarch's within two at 70-68.
With 20 ticks left, ODU fouled Jones, who missed
the front end of the one-and-one.
Huntley gathered the rebound for ODU and
pushed the ball upcourt. She then tossed up a
desperation three-pointer under heavy pressure from
McCracken. The shot was long, and the rebound was
tipped out of bounds off JMU with :04 to go.
JMU's Brandy Cruthird was whistled for a foul as
the ball was being inbounded, and ODU's Stephanie
Gilmore was sent to the line for a one-and-one
chance to tie the game.
Moorman's called back-to-back timeouts to ice
Gilmore, but the ODU center calmly sank the first
attempt. Her second shot rolled off the rim, as the
Dukes' Kara Ratliff and ODU's Celeste Hill fought

leader Richmond, the Dukes blew a
17-point lead midway through the
second half, and eventually fell to the
Spiders 62-60.
Compounding the frustration of

for the rebound. A jump ball was called, and the
possession arrow favored JMU. A long inbounds
pass to McCracken as time expired sealed the win.
"If you had to foul, which we didn't want to do,
she's the one to do it to," Moorman said about
Gilmore, a 47 percent free-throw shooter.
But Jones was the story down the stretch. The
senior scored 11 straight points during the game's
final three minutes.
"Elnora really was key," Moorman said. 'The
three point plays down the stretch were very
important to us."
In the first half, JMU trailed by as much as 10
points, but outscored ODU 15-5 in the final 5:07 and
went to the intermission leading 37-34.
Freshman guard Jackie Freeman, disciplined for
missing class, did not play for the third straight
game. Moorman would not reveal when she would
allow her to return to the line-up.
JMU (70)
mla
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36
Cruthird 37
Heinbaug 18
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that loss was a missed one-and-one
opportunity with :04 left that could
have given JMU the win.
And just when you thought the
Dukes were dead and buried,
suddenly a ray of hope appears.
Saturday night's game against Old
Dominion started a string of four
home games in 12 days, five games in
all. The only road match-up is versus
CAA lightweight William & Mary
this Wednesday.
And home has been very kind to
the Dukes, both this year and in years
past. Saturday's win was the 100th
win for the JMU women in ten years
at the Convocation Center. JMU holds
an .806 winning percentage at home
over the past ten years, having lost
just 10 times in the past seven years.
The Dukes are 8-1 at home this year.
Home cooking just may be what
Moorman's club needs to gain some
momentum going into the CAA
regular season conference finale at
Richmond March 1, then to the CAA
tournament in Norfolk March 12-14.
And Moorman's got history on her
side.
Two years ago, when we were 1713, we started playing well the last
two weeks of the year," she said. "We
were hovering around .500 for most
of the year and ended up losing in the
[conference] championship game by a
basket."
Despite the youth and mediocre
record of the Dukes, Moorman
refuses to let a rebuilding process get
in the way of reaching the team's
preseason goal of CAA champions.
"Any program thaT... fails at any
point in their season to continue to try
COMMENTARY page 25
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(Reynolds 0-1, Huntley 4-4).
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Patriots too strong for JIMU wrestlers
by Gerry Welch
staffwriter
The JMU wrestling squad bowed to CAA
frontrunner George Mason at home Saturday night
3S-7, knocking the Dukes to 3-7 on the year.
JMU coach Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer had seven
freshman starting against a veteran Patriot team who
came into the match with an 11-0-1 record. The
Dukes' inexperience showed throughout the meet, as
GMU got off to a quick start in the lower weight
classes.
Sophomore Jared Giordano, who has the best
record on the team, lost 3-2 in the 134-pound class to
GMU's Bret Gerard. Senior Townley Hedrick lost a
close one as well in the ISO-pound match.
Two bright spots for the Dukes were freshmen
Jude Arena and Brian Gray. Arena, a 142-pounder
from Norristown, Pa., bloodied his opponent on the
way to a 12-4 decision, while Gray held on for an 8S decision at 158.
Another match of note was at 190 pounds, where
freshman Cory McKinley met GMU's John Curtis, a
junior ranked among the nation's top 10 wrestlers.
McKinley lost by a technical fall, 19-1
Inexperience continues to haunt the young Dukes,
who tend to have difficulty maintaining intensity in
the last few seconds of matches.
"A difference in a lot of the matches was they
[GMU] were scoring at the end of the period and at
the edge of the mat, and we weren't," Bowyer said.
"They have to realize that how important it is, the
last ten seconds of the match, to turn it up a notch.

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

JMU'* Bryan Dugan (bottom) wrestles against George Mason's Glen Kepic in the 118pound weight class. Kepic defeated Dugan 15-6, whle the Dukes fell to GMU 35-7.
That's the difference between winning and losing."
Bowyer was pleased with the performances of
both Arena and Gray and hopes to have junior cocaptain Mike Smith healthy in time for the
conference tournament.
"I think that we've improved a great deal as a

Ok, Hose, Co?JWinter Nfkte/
Madison Manor has a fireplace in every unit to keep you extra
warm and cozy all winter long. We also offer all the amenities you
expect and full recreational facilities. A new convenient bus
schedule now gets you to campus when you need to be there.
9 or 12 month leases available

NOW
OFFERING
HEW PUBLIC

434-6166

TRANSIT
SCHEDULES
1ELPYOU
OETTO
CAMPUS.

1022 Blue Ridge Dr.

MANOR

team from the beginning of the season," said
sophomore Todd Crompton. "If we could just stay
completely healthy, we would be a lot tougher."
JMU's next meet is at Shippensburg University in
Pa. on Tuesday night

Discover an
alternative lifestyle!
Tihe Breeze explores
the ups and downs
of off-campus living
In a special
supplement this
Friday}
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LIFE AFTER
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COLLEGE JEWELRY

OFFICIAL RING COMPANY
FORCIASS OF 1993

ou$e
DEEP DISCOUNT

SUPER DRUGSTORE

BUSINESS CENTER
Quality Work at Discount Prices
w A^

COPIES
as low «»

• COPYING • BINDING
• PRINTING • FAXING
• SHIPPING

Let Us Do the Work for You!
OPEN 7 NWS A WEEK
Mon.-Sat. 9 AM-9 PM

Sun. 10 AM-6 PM

STUDENTS & FACULTY
February 17 & 18
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Tidewater Room
—*

PAYMENT PLANS AVAILABLE I

Show your college ID and receive
an additional 10% Off
our already low, low prices.

2475 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

PHONE
703-434-5946
FAX
703-434-9740
PHARMACY 703-434-5624

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
The Breeze has the following
positions available:

Ad Design Manager
Asst. Business Manager
Ad Designers
Send cover letter, resume, & clips to:

■I

Travis Anderson
Business Manager
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Deadline for applications is February 21
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Loss.
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TVext up for the Duties. ..

George Washington
Today, 4 p.m. (ESPN)
GWSmi^Cmtr^5fiO0)
13-8, 6-5 in Atlantic 10
Mike Jands (2nd GW year,.
Won 79-77 at Duquesne Wed., lost
87-62 at Rutgers Feb. 8
Dtrfck Susies, 6-1 junior guard (20
ppg, 3.7rpg);SonniHolland, 6-7
junior forward (16.5 ppg, 5.7rpg)
GW leads 2-1

11/25/79 -JMU 82,0V 62
GRANT JERMNQ/THE BREEZE

from the outside created an opening for Leonard on
the inside as he finished with a game-high 20 points.
"We have a lot of talent," Robinson said. "When
everybody comes to play and is focused on one
thing, we can be a hard team to beat. We knew we
could beat them, and tonight it happened."
Following an Anderson lay-up that gave ODU a
13 point lead six minutes into the second half, the
Monarchs self-destructed and went 5:42 without a
bucket from the floor.
For the game, Davis led the way for JMU with 16
points, while Edwards came on strong at the end to
finish with IS. Jeff Chambers and Paul Carter added
points from the inside with 14 and 12 respectively.
ODU seemed to lose momentum as their high
pressure defense took its toll. They lost their
quickness on defense and the Dukes were able to
find their rhythm. However, the rambunctious 5,459
fans at the Norfolk Scope gave the Monarchs the lift
they needed.
"I definitely felt like the game was slipping away,
but as long as you're within five points, you feel like
you have a chance," Pumcll said.
The Monarch's outscored the Dukes 10-4 in the
final 3:00, and JMU committed costly turnovers.
"We all have a lot to learn from this game,"
Davis said. "We made some mental mistakes, but we
just have to try to move on."
Despite the loss, JMU remains on top of the CAA
by one game over Richmond (8-2). The Dukes will
try to pick up their first win in a five game road trip
this afternoon as they travel to George Washington.
Game time is 4 p.m. and the contest will be televised
by ESPN.
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in-a
5-8
3-10
4-9
2-3
4-8
8-10
0-0
0-1

m-a
2-2
0-0
6-8
1-2
4-5
OO
0-1

Totals

26-49

200

Percentages: FG—52.1, FT—78.2,3-point goals—6-11,
41.7, (Edwards 3-4. Culuko 3-7).
Old Dominion (72)
f(
nun m-a
Robinson 36
6-11
Larkin
3
0-0
Harvey
13
"1
Smith
4
0-0
Anderson 36
8-11
Grant
21
3-5
Jackson
18
3-6
Jones
2
0-0
Leonard 25
8-14
Wright
3
0-0
Sessoms 29
1-7
Totals
200
29-55

ft
m-a
3-3
0-0
1-2
0-1
2-3
0-0
1-2
0-0
4-7
0-0
0-0
11-18

reb
o-t
1-2
0-0
0-5
0-0
2-3
0-0
1-2
0-0
3-7
0-0
3-3
10-28

a
1
0
0
1
4
0
1
1
1
0
1
10

pf
1
1
2
2
1
5
0
0
2
1
4
17

IP
IS
0
1
0
19
7
7
0
20
0
3
72

Percentages: FG—52.7, FT—61.1,3-point goals—3-10,37.5
(Robinson 0-3, Anderson 1-2, Grant 1-2, Jackson 0-1, Sessoms 12).
JMU
ODU

29
34

42
38

—
—

71
72

A: 5,459 Officials: Pitts, Scott, Bennett.

Commentary.
CONTINUED from page 22

to win doesn't have a chance to be a
winner. Just the fact that we have a
tournament at the end of the season
gives us a chance."
The chance is definitely there. As
the conference season winds down,
the Dukes remain the only CAA team
to have beaten East Carolina. And the
domination shown against Richmond
for 30 minutes is another indication of
this team's capabilities.
Earlier in the season the Dukes
were getting a big hand from freshmen
Krissy Heinbaugh and Jackie
Freeman. Having to carry a team as a
freshman is a lot to ask, and as the
season wore on, repeating early season
performances were becoming more
and more difficult for the freshmen.
An encouraging bit of new is that
the seniors on the team are starting to
take command. Senior forward Elnora
Jones was unstoppable down the
stretch Saturday night, scoring 11
consecutive points late in the second
half.
Senior point guard Emily
McCracken is in complete command
of the Dukes' halfcourt offense. She
led the team with four assists
Saturday, and dropped in 11 points on
five of eight shooting.
And the younger players are
contributing in more complimentary
roles.

Heinbaugh didn't score against
ODU, but prevented a breakaway
layup with a big blocked shot a
crucial time late in the second half,
and with under a minute to play, came
up with a steal stopping another
potential breakaway.
Freshman Christina Lee has come
on late in the season to provide a
jump-start to an offense that
occasionally tends to break down. Lee
scored six of JMU's first eight points
Saturday on three quick jumpers from
the right wing.
Kara Ratliff, a 6-foot-2 freshman,
joined Lee in the starting line-up last
week at UNC-Wilmington (Feb. 8).
Ratliff is not a scoring force, but
provides rebounding in the middle.
McCracken feels the team is headed
in the right direction.
"If we keep playing like we have
been, with our heads up and with
confidence, we should be in good
shape for the conference tournament."
Throughout her coaching career,
the mark of Moorman's teams has
been its inspired play at season's end.
At the outset of this season, Moorman
said this team would need time to feel
each other out and would likely not
play its best basketball unti the end of
the season.
If past success counts for anything,
the Dukes can't be counted out come
March.
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Shied Center;
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1106 RESERVOIR ST.

Tan
434-1812

LOC*K YOUR BEST!
More Color - Less Time
FDA Inspected
^1
n>A:Co&pliapt...
SPECIAL PRICES NOW

Enjoy winter's newest challenge, Snowboard Skiing at
Massanutten. Hone your skills as you rip from peak to base.
Show your skills on our challenging halt pipe.
Snowboard skiing is permitteaon all open slopes and
trails, including our two new slopes from the top of the mountain. Lessons and limited rentals are also available.
College Twilight skiing rates ($12) apply on Monday and
Friday. With your valid college ID and this ad, lift tickets to
snowboard ski are just $10.
Come ski what's new at Massanutten.

7~6e> choice is cow...
If you can find a better
deal in off-campus
housing...

A4ASSANUTIEN

10 Miles East of Harrisonburg,Virginia on Route 33

AVOID
THE RUSH
HATE
RICHMOND
EARLY!
Make plans today to be there!
Sat. Feb. 29, 12 noon

JMU Men's Basketball
vs.
Richmond
The residence halls will remain open until
Saturday at* 3 p.m. Feb. 29

NFL Presentations to formerJMU Athletes
Reebok Giveaway & Pepsi 1/2 Court Shot

Alumni game following the game
HTS Televised

TAKE IT!
If you can't...WHY
live anywhere else?
• 91/2 Month Leases
• 4 Bedrooms
• 2 1/2 Baths
• $150/Pvtrm/Mo
• Furnished
• Much, Much More!
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SPORTSHIGHUGHTS
Dukes vs. GW to be shown
on ESPN today
You might not want to take that afternoon nap
after your 3 p.m. class today. As part of a
Presidents Day special, ESPN is broadcasting
the JMU-Gcorge Washington men's basketball
game this afternoon at 4 p.m.
The Colonials, members of the Atlantic 10
Conference, currently hold a 13-8 record and
have not played since last Wednesday when they
pulled out a 79-77 win at Duquesne. GW's best
players are Dirkk Surles and Sonni Holland.
Surles is a 6-foot-1 junior guard averaging 20
points and 3.7 rebounds per game and Holland is
a 6-foot-7 junior forward averaging 16.5 points
and S.7 boards per game.
The game for JMU marks the Dukes' fifth in
10 days and is the third of the team's current
five game road trip. After today's contest, the
Dukes will have until Saturday to rest when they
take on American at Bender Arena in D.C.
Today will mark the second time this season
the Dukes have been seen on ESPN. The first
time was the season-opener in the NIT
tournament when JMU was thrashed by Georgia
Tech, 93-69.

Driesell at 595 and holding
JMU's current two-game losing streak has
kept coach Lefty Driesell's career victory total
at 595. Driesell, who is in his 30th season as a
head coach, could get number 600 in the regular
season finale at home against William & Mary
March 2nd if the Dukes win all their games until
then.
If JMU loses one or more of the games, win
600 would likely come in the CAA tournament
in Richmond or during the postseason.

Women notch 100th
Convocation Center win
The JMU women's basketball team's 70-69
win over ODU Saturday marked thelOOth time
the team has recorded a victory at the
Convocation Center.
Over the past ten seasons, JMU owns an
impressive .806 winning percentage in the
building and has lost only 10 times at home in
the past seven years. This season, Shelia
Moorman's club is 8-1 at home.
The Dukes will try to improve on that mark
tonight as Virginia Tech visits the Convo for a
non-conference game. Tip-off is slated for 7:30.

QUCTCOFTHEDW
i

i

"We all have a lot to learn from this game.
We made some mental mistakes, but we just
have to try to move on."
—JMU swingman William Davis following the
Dukes' 72-71 loss at ODU Saturday
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JMU Results
EfflKP

Feb. 143Saturday. Feb. 15,1992
Hanisonburg, VA
George Mason 35, JMU 7
118—Kepic (GMU) d. Dugan, 15-6.
126—Littley (GMU) p. Callahan,
1:45.
134—Geiard (GMU) d. Giordano, 32.
142—Arena (JMU) d. McCaffery,
12-4.
150—Laspau (GMU) d. Hedrick, 61.
158—Gray (JMU) d Santamaria, 65.
167—Spezzano (GMU) d. Stanek,
14-5.
177—Moorer (GMU) d Lull. 11-2.
190-Curtis (GMU) tech fall
McKinley, 4:58.
HWT—Maynor (GMU) p. Hamilton,
1:57.
Records: GMU 12-0-1; 4-0 in CAA.
JMU 3-7; 2-3.

MEN'S TENNIS
Feb. 14,1992
Richmond, Va.
George Washington 3, JMU 2
Singles:
White (JMU) d Spiegel, 7-5.6-2.
Samuel (JMU) d Dowd, 6-2,3-4
default
Skid (GW) d. Phoebus. 6-2,6-0.
Polis (GW) d. Herman. 6-2,6-3.
Doubles:
West-Marks (GW) d. Harper
Schaffner, 6-4. 6-3.
Virginia Commonwealth 4, JMU 1
Singles:
Eliason(V)d White, 6-1.6-1.
D'Andrea (V) d. Samuel. 6-2. 6-0.
Cosmos (V) d. Phoebus. 6-2.6-1.
Engwall (V) d. Herman. 7-5. 6-0.
Doubles:
Harper-Schaffner (JMU) d.
Bonifacius-Verendsohn, 4-6, 6-3,
default.
Feb. 15,1992
Richmond, Va.
Temple 4, JMU 1
Singles:
•Sinders (T) d. While 6-2.6-4.
Dumanic (T) d Samuel, 6-3, 64.
Pivlevic (T) d. Phoebus, 6-3.6-2.
Simone (T) d. Herman, 6-3,6-1.
Doubles:
Harper-Schaffner (JMU) d. BostSmits, 6-4, 6-1.
JMU 5, Georgetown 0
Singles:
White (JMU) d Lerverte, 6-2,1-6,75.
Samuel (JMU) d Grabe, 6-2,7-6.

Phoebus (JMU) d. Pisano. 6-0.6 2.
Herman (JMU) won by default
Doubles:
Harper-Schaffner (JMU) d.

Adamson-Kennedy, 6-4, 6-1.
JMU Record: 1-3.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Feb. 14-16.1992
Davidson Doubles Classic
Davidson. N.C.
JMU results:
Right 1
Pino-Wilder: won 3, lost 2.
Flight 2
Craybas-Boussclaire: 1st place (5-0).
Flight 3
Cox-Smith: 3-2.
Flight 4
Jessen-DeYulia: 1st place (4-1).

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS
Feb. 14.1992
Sweetheart Invitational
Raleigh. N.C.
North Carolina State 190.25, West
Virginia 189.6, JMU 186.35*.
North Carolina 185.4
Top JMU Scores:
Floor Exercise: 2. Cardinali, 9.65
(JMU record).
Vault 12. Hayes. Cardinali. 93.
Uneven Paralell Bars: 1. Westfall.
9.7 (JMU record).
Balance Beam: 3. Ginnell, Liposky.
9.55.
All-around: 8. Cardinali, 37.55.
Feb. 16.1992
Williamsburg, Va.
West Virginia 189.10, William &
Mary 188 JO, JMU 187.5*,
Northeastern 18035.
Top JMU Scores:
Floor Exercise: 4. Cardinali, Murphy
9.75 (JMU record).
Vault 2. Cardinali. 9.7 (JMU
record).
Uneven Paralell Bars: 2. Murphy,
9.75 (JMU record).
Balance Beam: 2. Grinnell, 9.55.
All-around 3. Murphy, 38.00 (JMU
record).
'indicates new team record.

MEN'S
GYMNASTICS
Feb. 16.1992
Williamsburg. Va.
William AMary 264.80, JMU
256.55
Top JMU Scores:
Floor exercise: 3. Mercer, 9.2.
Pommel Horse: 3. Onuska, 9.15
(JMU record).
Still Rings: 1. Bedford 935.
Vault 1. Mercer 9.2.

Paralell Bars: 1. Onuska 8.85.
Horizontal Bar: 4. Mercer, 8.7.
All-around: 4. Jenks, 50.9.
JMU Record: 44.

WOMEN'S
TRACK AND FIELD
Feb. 15.1992
Navy Invitational
Annapolis, Md.
Top JMU Finishers:
Long Jump— 1. Hill. 181/2".
Triple Jump—1. Hurd, 40'4", 3.
Allen, 3T1 1/4".
Shot Put—1. Fen-el. 406 3/4".
55-Meter Dash—1 .Walker, 8.23.2.
Allen. 8.27.
55-Meter Hurdles—4. Madden. 7.42.
200-Meter Dash—3. Hill, 25.99.4.
Hurd, 26.06.
400-Meter Dash—4. Schlemmer.
59.64.
500-Meter Dash—2. Bates, 1:16.54,
4. Brown. 1:17.04.
800-Meter Run—1. Speights.
2:12.51.
1000-Meter Run—1. Lynch. 2:54.35
(JMU record).
One-Mile Run—1. Ritter, 5:05.7.
1.600-Meter Relay—3.4:04.97
(Ware. Schlemmer. Williams,
Brown).
3.000-Meter Run—1. Taylor.
10:19.13.2. Herbert, 10:22.01,3.
Freda. 10:2336.
3.200-Meter Relay—6.10:06.81
(Ritter, Clarkin. Heaney, Price).

MEN'S
TRACK AND FIELD
Feb. 16.1992
West Virginia Invitational
Morgantown, Va.
Top JMU Finishers:
55-Meter Dash—3. Hawkins. 6.4.
55-Meter Hurdles—1. Roney, 7.32.
200-Meter Dash—2. Roney, 22.14.
400-Meter Dash—5. Jones, 51.18.
800-Meter Run—1. Cheatham.
156.0.2. Moye, 156.9.
One-Mile Run—1. Holthaus. 4:14.9.
3000-Meter Run—3. Dickinson,
8:29.7,6. Baker, 8:33.6.
1.600-Meter Relay—3. 3:25.6
(Foreman, Jones, Holthaus,
Thurston).
High Jump—5. Besachio, 6'2".

ARCHERY
Feb. 15.1992
Virginia Indoor Tournament
Women's Individual Standings:
1. Chris Preston. JMU, 494.
Men's Individual Standings:
1. Andy Puckeu, JMU. 568.
2. Jeff Koch, JMU. 538.
3. Rich Dewey, JMU, 504.

^m~
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THE FAR S\DE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson
WOM AND DAD
PKNC ME
CRATf.

UBE ME STAND. PEEKING DOWN
THE MZZftNG DEPTHS OF
DOOM DROP.' DO WE. TURN
AROUND AND RETREAT "TO THE
STUPEFUNG SECURITY" OF
HCN£ AND HEARTH?

THE1 DONT UNDERSTAND Mf
AND I DONT UNDERSTAND
7W£M- "'S
'
HOPfcLESS.'

<K DO WE BRAVE THE DESCENT,
RISK DEMISE. AND EXPERIENCE
THE FLO00 OF SOMATIC SEKSATloN
THAT SCREAMS WE ABE ALWE,
GUMMSUl MWE. HOKEMER.
TEMPORARILY ??

L..UOBBES? J

I THOUGHT \ T HE OTHER
THE QUESTION \V M.THOOW.'
WAS RHETORVCALJL

]

M

<4 ^

fejjl»

"Well, wouldn't you know It — we've come ell this
way to our favorite beech and someone's strung
chicken wire around it."

■^*^J^
Si

r^^Y

•iia

HERE'S THE
LATEST POLL
ON SOUR
STANDING
AS 'OAD

THIS RECOGNITION, HOWE.VER,
THE GOOD NEWS IS THAT 100
HAVE A HIGH NAMEDKObNlH IS LINKED TO THE FACT THAT
FACTOR. ALL THE HOUSEHOLD 1VOUR POLICIES ARE UNIVERSAL
I DEPLORED. THERES TALK ABOUT
SVK-1EAR-OLDS
I VOTING 10U OUT OF OFFICE
POLLED WERE
:
AND MAKING MOM "DAD!
ABLE TO
IDENTIF1
AS "DAD

-Vi_J„%

I SEE. | Ml FIRST ACT WIU.
AND WHAT g£ TO MAKE tW
DoflW V DO THE COOKING.
KNOW A&WT
THIS?

>^

I.,
DOHUTWEAD/Hoogland

"MS**'-

vjriFT '|,ur tw»urt-

J* o* <*

jttC OOw'r NIECC no
gpieifr, iwr J»tr Mtcbt
it uirrfcT ef T««- ou* jfH/
«U\6't ••• J»*>«" *

l\tf! CHAM65 H£R
60
II
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Dave calls for some realism in commercials
I like beer. On occasion I will even drink a beer, to
celebrate a major event such as the fall of communism or
the fact that our refrigerator is still working.
So you'd think I'd be receptive to TV beer commercials.
Most of these have the sam plot: Some guys open some
beers, and instantly the commercial is overrun by friendly
seminaked young women resembling Barbie but taller and
less intellectual. If you just got here from Mars, you
wouldn't know, from watching these commercials, that
beer is meant for internal consumption. You'd think it was
a chemical Hot Babe Attractant, similar to what moths use
to locate each other so they can mate. You'd think that the
Swedish Bikini Team was constantly prowling the
countryside, sniffing the air for a whiff of Old Suburbs Of
Cleveland Beer, or whatever brand it is they're allegedly
attracted to.
What bothers me is, in more than 20 years of opening
beers with guys, I have NEVER seen the Swedish Bikini
Team show up. Almost always, the teams that show up in
beer-drinking situations consist of guys who have been
playing league Softball and smell like bus seats. Maybe, to
avoid misleading consumers, the beer manufacturers
should be required to make realistic commercials. For
example:
(As the commercial opens, some guys are sitting
around in the woods, holding cans of beer.)
First Guy: You know, guys, it just doesn't get any
better than this.
(Nothing happens.)
First Guy (raising his voice): I SATO. YOU KNOW,
GUYS. IT JUST DOESNT GET ANY BETTER THAN
THIS.
(Nothing continues to happen.)
Second Guy: There sure are a lot of moths around
here.

AT WITS END
Dave Barry
Third Guy: This beer tastes like llama spit
XXX
Speaking of realism in advertising, Michael Jordan
should be required to make a commercial in which he tries,
and fails, to jump over the pile of money that Wheaties
pays him to pretend that breakfast cereal has something to
do with basketball ability.
And while we're at it, I want somebody to explain the
current magazine ad campaign for Timex watches. You
probably remember the old Timex ads, starring John
Cameron Swayze, in which professional watch-abuse
technicians would strap a Timex watch to a boat propeller,
or a jackhammer, or a British soccer fan. The watch would
then be subjected to a severe beating, after which the
technicians would hand it to John Cameron Swayze, who
would hold it up to the camera and say, in a dramatic
voice: "It broke." At least that's what I assume happened
the first 35 or 40 times. But eventually they'd get a watch
that was still working , and John Cameron Swayze would
say: 'Takes a licking and keeps on ticking!"
That was an advertising campaign that I could
understand without the aid of narcotics, in stark contrast to
the current Timex campaign, samples of which have been
sent in by a number of alert readers. These ads consist of
photographs of people wearing Timex watches;
superimposed on each photo is a paragraph telling you
about some horrible thing that has happened to the person.
For example, one ad features a photo of an attractive

woman, with the following paragraph, which I swear I am
not making up:
"Louisa Murray was eating a sandwich when a bowling
ball fell off a ledge three stories above and hit her in i|£y
head. Doctors gave her a one in a million chance, but she
fought back, and last spring graduated from college. The
ball did leave 'a little dent' in her head. Louisa is wearing a
striking Timex women's fashion watch. It costs about $50."
When you, the consumer, read this, a number of
questions naturally come to your mind, including:
—There was a bowling ball on a ledge?
—Was this a suicidal bowling ball?
—Or was she eating the sandwich at some kind of new
theme restaurant? ("The Eat 'n' Get a Skull Dent Cafe.")
The ad offers no explanation. Other Timex ads feature a
rock climber who "fell 85 feet and landed on her tailbone";
a man who "was attacked by a 1,200-pound Great White
Shark" that "tore open his entire upper torso"; and a scuba
diver who "was sucked into an offshore water intake pipe
for a nuclear power plant." Each victim is modeling a
Timex watch. I don't know about you, but the message I
get from these ads is: "Wear a Timex watch, and
SOMETHING VERY BAD WILL HAPPEN TO YOU."
At the drugstore, I find myself edging away from the
Timex display case, which I figure must be a powerful
disaster magnet. Any moment a Great White Shark could
come lunging out from behind the counter, holding a
bowling ball.
I don't mean to suggest here that ALL advertising is
misleading or incomprehensible. There are many
informative ads for excellent products, especially the
products advertised in this newspaper, all of which I
personally recommend and endorse and use in my home.
So do my frequent houseguests, the Swedish Bikini Team.
e 1992 The Miami Herald
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Spring Graduates
Class of 1992
It's time to order your graduation
accessories.

* 1 *
Everything for your Convenience
SANTITAS brand Tortilla Chips
10 oz bags

Order your name cards & thank you
notes, for a March delivery.

ONLY . 99 t

Regularly $1.39

Tortilla Chips & salsa dip... a Ma* ideal

Monday Feb. 17 & Tuesday Feb. 18
10AM - 4 PM - JMU Bookstore

MUSTIBIR CUSBPS aOways Ih&s a variety
off g3UU 8aQ«»s tfifMii wltofoto to <rib<B©s<8,,.

Announcements will be for sale in
March; order your accessories now, so
you will have them with your
announcements.

Flowers, Balloons, Candies, and more!

Balfour
10855 Lee Highway
Fairfax, Va 22030
1-800-343-3137

SAVE 20^

SAVE 79 f

■

SAVE 30$

When you buy
any flavor of
POPTART
Reg. $2.19

Buy one 6-pack of
any £oJi£ product,
the second one is
ONLY $1.20
Reg. $1.99

'
|
■
|

When you buy
any flavor of
33 oz
Fountain Soda

Expires 02-22-92

Expires 02-22-92

I

m

.

Expires 02 22-92
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Time is Running Out!
Each fully furnished 4 bedroom
apartment comes with:
• Double bed in each bedroom
1
Spacious bathroom w/ full length mirror
Stain resistant wall to wall carpet
Patio or balcony
Built-in microwave oven
1
Garbage disposal
1
Free sewer & water
Full time maintenance
Full size washer and dryer
in each unit
FREE CABLE hook-ups
in each bedroom &
one in the living room
Office Hours
5 telephone hook-ups
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5
one in each bedroom &
Sat. -10-5
one in the living room
Sill!.- By Appointment Only

The Commons
Apartments are
renting fast...
Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600 and
get off campus
this fall!
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FORRENT
Ml. View Drive Townhouee - S BRi,
fumiehed, waking (Mine* $175/mo, 1 par
■a** (8/92-A/93), W/O. (703) 460-6008
4 BR, 2 Beth Cane* - Futy turnehed, TV,
microwive, W/D, dishes, desk Available
8/16*2 $18S/mo 434-3109

largo H*uo* - 4 or 5 BR*, E. Market St
433-2126

AUGUST RENTALS
(DUTCHMILL COURT-4 BLOCKS)
(Among Tho Urgool A Quietest 3 A 4 M
Unto Wow JMU)

A Refrigerator - used or new. Call Dan
ASAP.K5614.
18*0 Red BMW - Runs good, cat 432-6135
or 568-6617.
75 Bug - Good corrfton Cat Monica, 4335715.

-fREE1H30DayiR#nt
-Short Month-Month Leas* Or
Longer
-Deport Negotiable
-$315 Pef Month
AppAe* To Al Unas With
Beginning Between Todey & April 30
(Good Only White Supply Lasts)
Quiet, No Pertle*
4 Block* From JMU.
$m%, Wttt-Ut Ntlghbofbood
On Bus Rout*

434-2100
(Cwnarfllanagtr)

Nog* Heed, NC - 2 relatively raw houMs,
fuf/ furtvahod, W/O. dwhwasher, comril AC
Available May 1-Aug. 31. Sleeps 7,
$1,450/mo Stoop* 9 (3 floors), $1,800/mo

3BRTOWNHOUSE $550
(10NLY)
rSUfCT LARGE HATTER W)
(ACCOHOOATESWPEOfLE)
4BRTOWNHOUSE $700
(2-1 fl BATHS) (1 ONLY)
p 4 4 M UMTS CAN BE FAItTLY FUBtJHeD)
Al Units Ar» Very Quiet (No Parllo*),
Almoot Now, V*ry Energy Efficient,
Hm Large BR* A Private P.llo* For

PERSONALS

la Sato, Well LA, A On Bo* Route

2 Rooms AwHaHl in Old* Mil for spring
1993. Cal Mtttnl* tor d*t*»,»S540.
IMvoroky Court - $580/mo, 3 BR. 2 bath.
W/D. patio, pool, loose 8/1/92-7/31/93.
UauaByto 3 tturJonts. Cal 5*8-4384.
WJw9o4BattorLo«*»tonyoucanho»*th»
booibua aorvic* avaaoble ■ Hunters Ridge-'
Summer Sublet - Gingerbread house, 1
block from campus, lots or room, now kscnsn,
rent nogoteblo. Can Caherine or Tracy, 568-

(804)850-1632

5716.

Houoo - 3 BRs, 2 blocks from JMU. Avstobtt
la« 433-2126

Me* 4 BR House 2 block* Irani campus
WO. feepoxo May-May lease, $i90*tudent
CM 434-1139

August Rental

Yea, *e True - Human Ridge hat tho best
but service evaaebie off camput!

1288 (Wry Ck* Court • End Ur*
3 Ma, MS Mho, Pvtiawy Furrwahed
(AccommedtweeM People)
No Pots
From $675 For 3 People
434-7872 After 6 PM
f 184VM*, 2 Or 4 tR, 1 black from JMU,
woloM* Aug ■92. Co* 433-1010.
S BR, 3-1/2 Mho, pool, W/D. dishwesher.
Universty Court 433-2126

■*"^^~"™ L^8»^iljPpjl Mi*k^VJBjPvJt '■'■■■I rW

19*2-1883 Term
4 BR, tuSy fumMwd (WrD, mfcrewov*)
Meat McMMo wtoon bttik* oj JMU
Group* oMerj
Foe *»>ft inrarnMHn, ptMM cil
432-4541, KnuppRtel I
1, 2, 3, 4, BR Apte A 2 Heueee For RentCbse B JMU. Spring A nod year lessee Cal
43W158. Ion* message A In you CM b*

AUGUST RENTALS
(ROSEDALE SUBDIVISION)

3BRDUDMH

Quiet (No Parties)
*II

SSSrihhhh
trt a Gust Apartment Community

appaancoo, energy emcient,

large beck yard, new shed,
on bus route,
safe neighborhood.

434-2100
(Owner/Maneger)

ROOM* For Bun star - Rent negotiable,
otetbcafm Col 432-0925.

2*1 Cat***** St - Avoid* Juno 1.12 to
M*y31. ■93.433-4047
2*8 Coupon St - AveJable Aug 1. «to
May 31, -93.43M047
4 M Dophn - 2 blocks tarn JMU. $200mw.
girli only. 433-1108

Loot - Watch with savor lac*, purploh-blu*
band. Groat sentimental value-Christmas
preterit from loved one. Reward-please cal
Carolyn, 564-1168.
Lett - AfliMhytt gold ring A Seiko gold
watch. No questions asked Reward-call
15223.

HE1-P WANTED
Fundraiser - We're looking for * top
Iratomiy, sorority or student organization that
would eke to earn $500-$1.500 for a 1-week
on-campus marketing protect Must be
organized A hard working. Call JoAnn at
(800) 592-2121, ML 115.
$40j)00/Yrt Reel Books A TV Script* -Fi
out simple -Ike/don't Ate* form. Easy! Fun,
relating at horn*, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. 24-hour recording.
(801) 379-2925. Copyright WA11KEB
Alaska Summer Employment - Fisheries
Earn K.OOO+rmo Free iransporiaion! Room
A board! Over 8.000 openings. No experience
necessary Male or female. For employment
program col Sajdont Empkwmonl Services at
(208) 546-4155 OB. 219.
Female Graduate Student Wanted to ate in.
Fro* room A board in exchange lor chid care
dutee-8 year SM 5 pm on Moa-Fri. A 2 Sal
ntjraVmorari. Eactlint locaicn on S. Main
SL Cal HoarJ. 564-2778 A leave message or
rjal after 6 pm.

PARK APARTMENTS
"Greet accommooalont lor i
diet Sudy Emtonrmm
•OUT U*My Package It one ol the bet)
Sooooooo much more at Park

Earn $1,808 Weekly P/T - Mo. send SASE
lo1348Brada»yr>.,HarnaonburB

433-2821 EHO

Terrific Typist - Fast, accurate, r*sum*s,
ruth jobs, near JMU. 434-4332

College Station - 4 students lor 4 BR
lownhout*. Furnithed, W/0, A/C, carpel,
DW. $200/mo Lease begin* Aug. 25. '92.
(703)250-7137

Study Abrood In Australia - MormaDon on
semesier, year, graduate, summer A
internship programs in Perth, Townsvilki,
Sydney A Melbourne. Programs start at
$3,520 CU (800) 878-3886.

Save t - Hunters Rbg* 4 BR Townhouee
Local owner, lurnithed, marry extras! For
IV92. $22urperson 433-1333 altar 6 pm.

SPECIAL
Cantrell Ave.-Main St.
Area
IBRApt. $250
2BRApt. $350
3BRApt. $450

$480

Excetont condition

Found - Sung!***** in COB on Fab. 1. Cal
tortr»jfy.»7172

IVWIPIRFllPSOJi vWni l^f**/oefaS*etet^ e 9**F*a*"**|

434-2100 (Owner/Manager)

434-1847
J-M Apartments
Cesege Station - 3 or 4 rooms avaaabta lor
grtWTO year Phono 4344411.
MYwIbiowTholrtunleraRMgohasrho
boat bu»*tnto*vatoboco1 camput?
Feroot HMte Townhouee - 5 BR*. 2-1/2
bath*, avaasbtt June W-May 93 433-8579,
Joan.
Hunter* Poogo hat tho bott bus service
av^aWe ofl carnput. Cat 434-5150

FOR SALE
Cheap! FBI/US Belied - -89 Mercedes.
$200. -BB VW. $50. '87 Morcode*. $100. «
Mustang, 150. Choooe from thousand*
starling $25. 24-hour recording reveals
i. (801 (3792929 Copyright IVA11KJC

IN - W* had tun in me sun" with you! ZTA
Junior Or Senior English Malors
with a 3.25 overall GPA S a 3.6 English
GPA are eligible to apply for
membership in Sigma Tau Delta, the
English Honor Society
See Or Jean Cash riKaazol 212 or cal her

1BRAPT. $315

1 BEDROOM APTS.
(DUTCHMILL COURT)

Ski - Intercollegiate Ski Week*, $189
Includes 5 day Mt ticket, 5 nights lodging
(mountairrside condo), 5 days Menxieagiato
activiliet (legal age-18) Sponsored by
Labatrs A Ml. Sutton, Canada (just across
the Vermont border) Group leader rjexourts
Spring break W. Cal Ski Travel Untimted.
(800) 999-SKI-9

SERVICES

Karate For Men A Women - Class size
limited, 2 free class** per person Mon. A
Wed., 7-9:30 pm, Wrastsng Room, Godwin
Hall, Head Instructor-Jim Coffman, 5th
Degree Black Bet Cal 4344824.
Scholarships Am Avert*** - Don! pay the
high processing fee. Write to: Scholarship
Foundation. P.O. Boi 0003, Danville, VA
24543.

You've Only 0*4 1 Week To Live! Do it
right! Spring break in Jamaica, Bahamas,
Cancun, Margarita, from $3691 Hotel, air,
transfers, hot parses! Call Sun Splash Tours,
(800) 426-7710.
A MhoaMM Party CruiM - 0 days, how *l
rotate, $2791 Panama City $99. Padre $199.
Cancun $499, Jamaica $3991 Kathorine, 43i
3356 »SrjnngBma»TravK 1803)638-6786.
Panama City, Florida - 8 days/7 nights,
$129. Beachfrort condoemolrt, free parlies,
promotional discounts, transportation A
kitchen* available. (703) 887-8936 or (800)
234-7007.
Spring Brook To Florida Boocho* - Fun in
tho tun. 4/room prices. Daytona $139,
Panama City $129. Kitchen, waterfront A
transportation available Cal CMI il (800)
423-5284.
<*8ternle -$14St Anyttne. ether way, to tho
weal coast (A PwtondiSoente) Canbbean
only $189 roundsip air to tomowhsni sunny
A warm. Htscti a no* Europe tho summer'
Or*/ 81801 Airtttcn, (2121884-2000

SSSShhh - Sometimes you have to have
quiet to colect your Itnugtts. At Park Apt*
w* want to hep you lo acfttv* that goal Ask
about our Utify Package a one of the best
433-2621 EHO
The Gentlemen Of IIKA would Ike to grve a
somewhat belated thank* to al of our cool,
special guests for their help with Ruth

ATTENTION COLLEGE BANDS!
COMPETE FOR PRIZES A
CAMPUS-WOE EXPOSUREi

4TH ANNUAL
BATTLE OF THE BANDS
CALL X4665 OR X4565 FOR INFO

•1x6134 by Fab. 24.
Wattyball Tournament - Sign-up deadline,
Feb. 18 in Godwin 213
Jay - 2/17/90-2/17/92 . 2 years sounds to
long, but ha* gone by so fast A meant so
much Love always, J*
IN - Belated thanks for the trip beck in lime.
It was groovy I Love, A<b

GREEKS DON'T JUST
PARTY!
OF SUPREME COURT
JUSTICES SINCE 1910,
85% HAVE BEEN GREEK!

(LEAVE A MESSAGE AT THE BEEP!)
Congratulation* to Courtney A Monica on
your QI recogmi o n! ZTA.
Pregnant? Loving, knancujly secure couple
in warm but terribly amply V* horn* longs lo
adopt white infant to winch our lives Call
Laura A Eric coteg. (804) 288-4057.
Equal Sponsors Rotemary Dempaey,
Action VP lor NOW. Thurs.. Feb. 20 at 7 pm,
JJJJJBJI Room. We worn: go beck!
Thank* Cam*, MM, Hole*, Colleen for the
bash ■ the ■fijrjg*-| HC bvet youf
Find Out! You're Omurally Biaeed
DR.MARKUSRY

Commuters - Today's the day. Have you
sent your survey in? We need your hekil
Volleyball * Baekotbell i Good Time* ■
434-5150 (Hunters Ridge).
Pti CM (ftychobgy National Honor Society)
applications are available in Johnston They
are due Fob 28
Don't Sign That Ofl-Campus Housing
Loose
urol you've contused rt CorWx tor Off Campus
Uvivg w, r» WCC' Moke an apportment now to
gel lease advising tor free betore you are in a
legaly bndaig contact!
Call «6259 Today!

trom the JMU Finance $ Business Law Dopt
speaking on
ETHNOCENTRrSM
Wed, Feb. 19 In KooxoR 303, S pm
Sponsored by SHE

Interested In Physical Therapy graduate
school? Come hear a representative from
Shenandoah University's PT Program
Thurs., 2/20/92, 6 pm, Tidewater Room,
WCC. Pr*-Physic«l Th*r*py Society
Everyone welcome! Questions, cal Amy,
x5051.
Studying Is Serious Business - Al Park
Apts. we offer you a good, quiet study
environment. Ask about our UrJty Package
ft one of the best. 433-2621 EHO
JH- Thanks for wofcormng us lo tho jungle
Love, riKA.
JW - Happy Valentino's Day A Happy
Atrtorsaryl Love, Layna.
TIKA - We'd go to lh* jungle wilh you
anytime Low, T.T.T

Tired Of Being One Of The
VILLAGE PEOPLE?
Are Your SHORTS Getting
OW?
Is CONVERSE Wearing Thin?
It you want to move oil camput but don't know
how to el k..
Come to our oft carrpui workshop « ml help
you trough ii!
"MOVttG ON: MOVING OFF'
Orientation To Ofl-Campus Living
Feb. 16 7 pm Converse Hal
Fob.16 9 pm Hanson Hal
Feb. 19 6pmShort*Hoi
Fob 23 7 pm Garbor HeM
Feb. 23 9 pm Cleveland Hal
Feb. 28 9pm McGrawLong Hal
Nome lo bo decueood rtduda:
-Homing Search Proceet
-Legal Aspects Of UnrJwd/Tenant
Rojttjpwjaj
-Living In Tl» Comrnunity
Bnugnt To Yeu By The Caw* Fw OKmmnU+q

Amy Jorf riot - Making beaver wee proud
with the Ambassador adionl Congratuiationt!
Uv»,Ca«anALiZ
X*) - Marriage we* be**, but wol take a
*rwt«o»iowaarrybmLwre,A*>.

Katiy H*l - You are my Me A my inspiration
You are my devotion Without you I'm just
another yol Love, your tot* fkifer-nutier. Mke
GotStb.
Greeks - W* have jewelry ii stock Greek &
Thss. 434-2716.
(tengratUatlen* to that* DCs hat received
AXA A m recogrteonl
Why Get Stuck In The Cold when Ihe
Humors Ridge but ■ on its way? Cal now,
basing last, 434-5150.

WCTEMAKIN'THE MOVE...
to Wine-Price on Feb. 28!
Tht Comer tor Off Campus Living A the
Commuter Student Councl wi be moving
irwtolir^iothelobbyolWine-Pncerjuelo
the construct™ of the WCC
COw*UPTOSEEUSSa*ET»AE!
Oontlemon 01 FIX A - Your rotes mad* our
Valomnot Doy Tharfcsl Love. A4>.
Equal Invites All lo weekly meelings.
Tu**d*ys. 5 pm, Allegheny Room
Con Yeu Make Tho Grade but not Ihe rent'
Ask Humors Ridge about their scholarship.
program Cal 434 5150
AEA thanks their Jean Jam dales lor an

■ lime!

JMU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
VS
VATECH
TONK3HT!

BE THERE!
Emergkar* - "Where patients send their
friends " Common illnesses A injuries.
Prompt. Affordable X Ray Pharmacy. Bar*
cards accepted 9 am-9pm Mon Sat.
Yeu'v* Oet H MeM At Hunters Ridge Fred Yet. fro* maid service Cal now, 4345150.
Freehwaan Ctooe Feneal win be held Feb.
22, PC Ballroom, 8 pm. Ticket! art
87<oupl*, ASperson.
ALA Ciiitmiiteln alary Jo Actenwen lor
becommg * Student Ambessedori
Greek Orthedoi StueerM* imorottod in
attsnatoq church *an*^pt*aa» cal i«552

-
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Gotta Getta Gatti sff!

The Best Pizza in Town... Hmtt

"...You can't fool all of
the people all of the time.'
Mr. Gatti's agrees with Abe.
No coupons, No gimmicks. Just the
best pizza at the fairest price...

What's happening at

All of the time!
$3.99

The Best Pizza at the
Best Buffet in Town!

2 Topping Medium
tor only $6.00
or
2 Topping Large
for only $8.00

Everyday 11:00 AM - ZOO PM
All the pizza, pasta, and salad
you cam eat

$4.29

Best Night Time Buffet
Ever!

433-0606
8
7

Everynigbt - 5:30 PM - &30 PM

Delivery: 11AM - 1AM Sunday - Thursday 11AM - 2AM Friday & Saturday
$

6

$

$

$

9

ONE OR TWO TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

ONE OR TWO TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

Original orPan Perfect

Original orPan Perfect

Original Onfy

OriginalOnfy

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

